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G The BG News
Weather

Women get showers at ice arena
by Kimberty Larson
The BG News

Back to blah:
Wednesday, becoming
clcudy. Slight chance of
snow or rain in the afternoon. High in the upper 30s.
East winds 10 to 20 mph.
Chance of precipitation 30
percent. Wednesday night,
snow or rain likely and
freezing rain possible. Low
near 30. Chance of precipitation 70 percent. Thursday,
snow or rain likely. High in
the mid-30s. Chance of precipitation 60 percent.

Inside The News
Tattoo you:
University celeb Roger
McCarthy shows The News
his stuff-- as well as his tattoo - and shares his experiences in SIC SIC and as
Freddie Falcon.
□ Diversions. Page five.

Hockey players recognized:
Six University hockey
players have been awarded
post-season honors.
□ Sports. Page eight.

Outside Campus
Zoning meeting tonight:
City Council's Planning,
Zoning and Economic Development Committee is
planning to discuss the
possibility of graduate and
greek housing on the site of
the former Heinz plant.
The issue will be discussed tonight at 8:30 at the
Wood County Senior Citizens' Center located at 305
N. Main St.

On Campus
Fresh prince of BG:
Freshman center Shane
Kline-Ruminski has been
named freshman of the year
in the Mid-Amercan Conference.
Kline-Ruminski is the
first Falcon player to earn
the award since the award
was started in 1979. Voting
is done by the MAC News
Media Association.
He averaged 9.2 points
per game and pulled down
4.7 rebounds per game.

Notification delayed:
Because of the large number of applications for the
International Education
Scholarships, the Department of Continuing Education will be unable to announce the recipients by
March 20. Recipients will be
notified by mail by April S.

Lottery
CLEVELAND (AP) - Here
are Tuesday night's Ohio
Lottery selections:
Pick 3 Numbers: 9-7-1
Pick 4 Numbers: 6-4-3-0
Cards: Queen of Hearts
Eight of Clubs
Ace of Diamonds
Two of Spades
The Super Lotto Jackpot is
$8 million.

Compiled from staff and
wire reports.
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The University's Ice Arena will
soon have a locker room designated for women due to the action of a professor who claimed
the arena discriminated against
women.
Barbee Mynatt, an associate
professor of computer science,
said the ice arena's facilities
were discriminatory because
there had been no designated
locker rooms/showers for women.
Mynatt said she signed up for
an ice hockey class in September
and had to teach a class directly
after it. She said she did not have
the time to return home to take a

Technical
KO keeps
Brown off
area slate

shower, and the ice arena did not
have a shower facility for women.
"We were allowed to use the
men's studio locker room, but we
would have to wait until the guys
left, and we would have to lock
the door," Mynatt said.
Apparently, women had never
previously requested a shower
facility, and it was considered
customary to have only men's
shower facilities.
Mynatt said that Title IX,
which is a 20-year-old law stating
that higher education facilities
should not discriminate on the
basis of sex, convinced her that
she had a legitimate complaint.
"I knew there had to be a law
which was behind me," Mynatt
said. "When I saw Title IX, I was

'1 knew there had to be a law which was behind me. When I
taw Tide IX, I was convinced of it"
Barbee Mynatt, associate professor of computer
science
convinced of it."
Mynatt repeatedly attempted
to change the situation by writing
formal letters to Ice Arena Director Greg Jordan. At first,
Mynatt said, it seemed as if the
letters she had written did nothing to correct the situation.
However, the Ice Arena Advisory Committee and Jordan
have listened to Mynatt's complaints and are in the process of
designating a locker room with
eight showers for women.

The IAAC made a recommendation March 4 to Jordan
which said the arena needs equal
locker room facilities for men
and women, IAAC Chairwoman
Sue Barber said.
Barber and Jordan both said
the decision was not due to Title
IX.
"There was a request for the
Equal Opportunity [Compliance
and Handicapped Service] Office
to check into the matter of Title
IX, but we had not received a re-

sponse from them when the recommendation was made," Barber
said.
Title IX says that facilities
must be comparable between
men and women, and the IAAC's
recommendation was for equal
facilities. Barber said.
Barber said Title IX had no
bearing on the recommendation.
"We have been working on
changing the situation since October, when the committee voted
for the director to look and see
what could be done about It,"
Barber said.
The ice arena does not have to
construct a whole new facility to
undergo the change required for
women to have a locker room,
See Showers, page six.

Washful Thinking

by Doug Baker
The BG News
Democratic voters in the fifth
congressional district will not
have the opportunity to vote for
former California Governor
Jerry Brown in this May's presidential primary.
In response to the ommission,
the College Democrats protested
at the Wood County Board of
Elections office Tuesday morning. Their purpose was to support
members of Brown's campaign
in their attempt to get his name
back on the ballot.
According to College Democrats President Mike Cook, the
protest was not an endorsement
of Gov. Brown, but to show their
backing for the Fifth District's
right to choose who receives the
democratic delegates for president.
Due to incorrectly filled out
petitions, a lack of valid signatures on the Wood and Seneca
county ballots caused Brown to
fall short of the required number
of votes to appear on the ballot.
According to the Director of

The BC NcwsUay Murdtck
Taking advantage of an afternoon warm spell, Mike Adler washes
his car at the Super Wash on Poe Road Tuesday afternoon. Adler

said he was getting his car ready for a spring break trip to Sarasola, Florida.

See Brown, page seven.

Redistricting stalls House Voinovich tries
Those opposed criticize dilution of minority vote
to block ruling
by Robert E. Miller
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - House Speaker Vern Riffe said
Tuesday the entire process of congressional redistricting may have to start over unless the House
passes a Senate-approved plan by the end of this
week
Riffe, D-Wheelersburg, directed his comments
at minority Republicans whom he blames for the
two-week impasse. However, all 11 black Democrats in the House are against the bill. They say it
dilutes minority voting strength.
Most House Republicans say the plan divides
counties unnecessarily and in, some cases, jeopardizes GOP incumbents such as Rep. Clarence Miller, R-Lancaster. He would lose most of his 10th
District.
The bill reduces Ohio's districts to 19 from 21 as
a result of national population shifts that require
other states to have more congressional seats.
Meanwhile, a House committee began hearings

on a bill to delay Ohio's primary election from May
S to June 2.
The speaker said he expected the House Elections and Townships Committee to recommend the
bill for a floor vote Wednesday. That would send it
to the Senate, where passage is expected.
Riffe and Senate President Stanley Aronoff,
R-Cincinnati, agreed last week to move the primary after Secretary of State Bob Taft it was too
late to prepare for a May 5 election.
The speaker and Aronoff also cited a federal
court's rejection of a plan creating new districts
for state representatives and senators.
A three-judge panel ruled that the legislative
plan illegally dilutes minority voting strength. It
appointed a special master to redraw the Ohio
House and Senate districts, but set no deadline.
In Washington on Tuesday, U.S. Supreme Court
Justice John Paul Stevens was asked by Gov.
George Voinovich, who helped draw the new legis-

WASHINGTON (AP) - Ohio Gov. George Voinovich on Tuesday asked the Supreme Court to block a lower court's ruling that
forced the state to reschedule some of its primary elections.
Voinovich asked Justice John Paul Stevens to throw out a ruling that overturned a plan for new state legislative districts and
postponed primary elections for the Legislature.
A three-judge federal court panel March 10 threw out Ohio's
plan for revising the boundaries of legislative districts, ruling
that It illegally diluted minority voting strength.
In a 2-1 decision, two Democrat-appointed judges ruled that
the plan worked out by a Republican-dominated board packed
urban districts with minority voters in a way that lessened their
influence in adjoining districts.
The court appointed a special master to draw a new map and
ordered the primary elections for the state legislature bumped
from May S to June 2. As a result, lawmakers may move all of
Ohio's primary elections, including the presidential, to that date.
Voinovich's request to Stevens said the state intends to file a
formal appeal of the remap ruling.

See Rcdistrict, page seven.

Bush and Clinton prevail in Michigan, Illinois
by Walter R. Mears
The Associated Press
CHICAGO - Gov. Bill Clinton was the
projected winner of the Illinois and
Michigan primaries Tuesday night, cementing his domination of the Democratic presidential campaign.
Network projections based on interviews with voters declared President
Bush the landslide winner of the Republican primaries, running his streak to 16
and 0 over Patrick Buchanan. The con-

servative challenger was said to be cutting back his daily campaign and looking
ahead to California in June.
Democrats Paul Tsongas and Jerry
Brown vowed to continue their battle
with the front-running Arkansas governor and shifted their efforts on Tuesday night to upcoming states - Tsongas
in Connecticut, Brown in Wisconsin.
The television networks said both Clinton and Bush would win handily in both
Illinois and Michigan. Illinois Sen. Alan
Dixon was faring badly in his race for

Democratic renomination, according to
the exit polls.
Dixon was facing a stiff challenge
from Carol Moseley Braun, the Cook
County recorder of deeds, and attorney
Albert Hofeld. If she were to defeat
Dixon and Hofeld, Braun would be bidding in November to become the first
black woman ever elected to the Senate.
The polls were still open in both states
when ABC News said its election day
interviews with voters indicated the GOP
protest vote that fueled Buchanan's chal-

lenge in earlier states seemed to be diminishing.
The network said interviews with
Democrats leaving their polling places
showed Clinton running strong among
two key groups, blacks in Illinois and
blue-collar workers in Michigan. The
network said Brown was running slightly
behind Clinton among Michigan's union
workers, but well ahead of Tsongas.
ABC's exit polls showed Clinton
See Primary, page seven.
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Congress' Monopoly
Let's face facts. The 24 Congress
members included on the list
released by the House Ethics Committee this week didn't just bounce checks.
They dribbled them up and down the
length of the court, showing off their
fiscal dexterity by bouncing those pesky IOUs between their legs, behind
their backs and on top of the victimized
heads of their unknowing constituents.
The numbers really are astronomical.
Former Rep. Tommy Robinson (D-Ark.)
bounced an astounding 996 checks over
a sixteen-month period. Rep. Bob
Mrazek (D-N.Y.) overdrew 972 checks
in 23 months. Rep. Robert Davis
(R-Mich.) dug too far into the kitty 878
times in 39 months. These figures go
far beyond mere oversight. They dive
face first into the realm of grand larceny.
In this time of shame and sorrow, who
can a red-faced House of Representatives turn to in order to save face?
Why, the good folks at Milton Bradley, of course.
Milton Bradley are the makers of
Monopoly, the game which has done
more to influence the financial habits of
millions of Americans than scores of
Econ 101 classes have. Monopoly teaches greed, backstabbing, abuse of
power, financial piracy and other vital
elements of the American economic
scene.
But Monopoly also has one important
element that the House bank lacks. It
has that hardy soul known as THE
BANKER -- a player who is in charge of
the distribution and collection of monies gained or wasted during the course
of the dollar wars that rage mightily
during the course of a friendly, family-

oriented, just-for-fun (IF YOU BUY
PACIFIC AVENUE I'LL CHOOSE A
RANDOM MORNING NEXT WEEK TO
POISON YOUR CHEERIOS!) game of
Monopoly.
The role of the banker is usually
filled by one of the game's more assertive players - one who is confident in
his/her own accounting capabilities,
one who wants to shoulder the responsibility for the other players' financial
fortunes and one whose honesty is
beyond reproach.
Granted, finding such an individual in
our nation's capital could prove a herculean task, but that's really what the
House needs.
A banker could tell our elected paragons of virtue when not to buy angora
sweaters for their wives and when not
to foot the bill for taking six high school
cheerleaders to dinner. In a way, the
banker could serve as a fiscal conscience for those representatives who
have none.
And, of course, in any self-respecting
game of Monopoly loans from the bank
are strictly forbidden. When you're out,
you're out. Sayonara, congressman. Go
try Risk or something.
A good, solid game of Monopoly with
a hardcore banker - who won't take any
lip from a congressman who could balance a beachball on the end of his nose
easier than he could balance his checkbook - would be a giant step toward
straightening out this whole mess.
A note to congressmen: Do not pass
go. Do not collect $200 ... or your new
checks.

Letters to the Editor
Solving economic unfairness isn't Japan-bashing
The BG News:
This concerns Perrin Sah's
column on Japan-bashing ("Japan-bashing is uncool," March 3,
1992).
I am in total agreement with
Sah's denunciation of the racist
incidents he claims happened in
California. These acts are despicable. I personally have nothing
but comtempt for any of the perpetrators.
However, Americans do have
the right to be angry at the business practices of Japan, which
definitely is not Japan-bashing.
For Instance, Japanese cut-throat
business tactics have essentially
stolen away the major consumer
electronics industry.
A Frontline documentary titled
"Coming from Japan" states that
Matsushita Electronics, with the
full support of the Japanese
government, undercut the prices
of television sets by U.S. television makers.
Eventually the U.S. companies
went out of business. Matsushita
then took over the market. This

selling below cost is known as
"dumping." Many Americans
lost their jobs because of this.
This price fixing was totally illegal, yet the U.S. and Japanese
governments allowed it to happen.
Incidently, practically all consumer electronic companies are
Japanese-owned (including Magnavox, RCA, Quasar, Panasonic,
Sharp and Goldstar).
This illegal dumping happens
in other industries, as evidenced
by the fact that Toyota was recently accused of dumping mini
vans in this country to gain market share.
The Japanese have virtually
unlimited access to American
markets. Yet, American auto
companies have to bet to sell
1,000 cars in Japan. The Japanese
are very, very reluctant to open
their markets. It's like peeling
the skin of an onion.
According to Newsweek, last
year the Japanese had a $46 billion dollar trade deficit with the
U.S. That's $46 billion Newsweek

also states that the deficit may
now top $65 billion this year!
This massive transfer of money
can't be too good for the American economy, although it's certainly not the cause of the current recession.
U.S. car makers have committed a lot of sins in the past.
However, it is not unreasonable
for them to to be allowed to sell
as many cars as they can honestly sell in the lucrative Japanese
market. If they fail because of
fair competition, that's one thing.
The Japanese are the greatest
manufacturers in the world.
However, it is just crazy for any
nation to allow them to take over
more of that country's industrial
base.
Do you know, according to Lee
Iacocca, that the Japanese lobby
on Capitol Hill spends over $400
million a year to persuade legislators to let them have their way?
Tony Howard
Director
WBGU
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Responses, RSA, NPHC
A look at Bush, letters, resume's, equality and break
Paraphrased from a recent
Christian Science Monitor political cartoon:
Campaign Adviser #1: The
latest polls show that Tsongas
only does well with educated
voters.
Bush: Whew!
Campaign Adviser #2: Good
thing we didn't do anything about
education.

-

Michael Breiman

In response to a letter to the for fair and equal representation
editor in the Sentinel Tribune, through wards of equal size,
which will benefit the 88 percent
March 16,1992:
I'd like to thank Mr. George W. of the city that is currently
Lambroff for his letter on Mon- underrepresented (this includes
day. In just one letter he man- all but Ward Three residents). By
aged to 1) further muddy the is- no means would this mean that
sue of redistricting by citing ir-, half of city council would autorelevant and/or factually incor- matically be made up of students.
rect case law and legal codes; and All of the case law you cite on
2) quote my last column so hap- proportional representation, Mr.
hazardly that he left the impres- Lambroff, is irrelevant, I repeat,
sion that I somehow advocate IRRELEVANT to the issue of reurinating on the lawn of at-large districting in Bowling Green. In
council member Joyce Kepke. fact, you should have known it
Just further proof that students was irrelevant because Scott
are misrepresented, even on a
one-to-one level when Lambroff
misrepresents me, and in print Surely if students aren't
no less. Please allow me to rip his qualified to vote in Bowling
arguments to shreds (if you don't
care to watch, please skip ahead Green because they are
here only 3/4 of the year,
to "resume filler").
First, Mr. Lambroff, it is true
they certainly aren't
that most BGSU students live in
Bowling Green about 3/4 of the qualified to vote anywhere
year. However, you fail to recog- else.
nize that these same students live
eleswhere only 3/4 of the year.
Surely, if students aren't qualified to vote in Bowling Green be- Ziance and several others at the
cause they are here only 1/4 of the last city council committee meetyear, they certainly aren't quali- ing told you that it was.
Thirdly, and I quote your letfied to vote anywhere else.
Secondly, you haven't got a ter, "I have listened to such adclue as to what "proportional jectives as "better" government,
representation" is. You mista- 'good' government and 'fair'
kenly confuse that because the government and wonder, is the
wards are of disproportionate content of words only left to the
size that somehow students want discretion of those who are
proportional representation. Are taught that there are no absoyou so narrow-minded that you lutes?"
As it stands in city council
cannot understand that one word
may have more than one defini- ward elections, Mr. Lambroff,
my vote as a Ward One resident
tion?
is worth only one fourth of a
A crash course in proportional Ward Three vote. And though
representation: to put it very votes in Ward Two and Ward
simply, it is government by
Four are worth double my vote,
quota. For example, if the city they still are only worth about
were SO percent African
half a vote from Ward Three.
American, then proportional rep- Forget absolutes, Mr. Lambroff;
resentation would require that 50 I challenge you to find anything
percent of the city government good and fair about this gross
be African Americans.
systematic imbalance.
■■•»•
None of the students who have
Resume Filler, or "how to join
approached city council advocate
this approach. Instead, they call an organization without really

Rabbit Run

lay Murdock
PHOTO EDITOR

KENORA DINSMORE

i *

trying." Resident Student Association, better known as RSA, has
been working on a new constitution for its organization, which
RSA has been ratifying article by
article. Newly ratified Article III
section 1 states that all oncampus students are non-voting
members of RSA
What does this mean to you? It
means another line on your resume! Whether you like it or not,
if you live on campus, you are
now a member of RSA! You dont
even have to attend a meeting.
This probably also means that
resident advisers and hall directors (who also live on campus)
are now RSA members, which
was previously viewed as a conflict of interest.
The best part is that all greeks
who live in the greek houses are
now involuntary members of
RSA, too. But dont tell IFC
president Jeff Merhige; he'd
probably hemorrhage if he
heard.
a*•••
NPHC (National Pan Hellenic
Council)
As we have recently learned,
"separate but equal" is OK again.
That is, it is not OK for an empowered class to segregate, as
whites did beforeBrown v. Board
of Education, but it is OK if an
unempowered class does. Of
course, the very fact that the
black greeks have been seemingly successful in gaining approval for NPHC shows that they
are empowered after all, which
would suddenly follow that this
segregation is not OK
OK, I admit a little logical loop
to loop, but this whole Issue is
downright ludicrous. If the ultimate goal is racial harmony, then
segregation will solve nothing no
matter what the intentions and no
matter who supports it. Before
you know it, somebody will
suggest that we burn a cross in
the Union Oval in celebration of
Black History Month.
And finally, Spring Break!
I hope everybody has a good
one. Me, I'm not heading for the
sun, sand and surf. Having
watched too many spring break
movies, I just can't believe I'd
have fun. If it wasn't just like the
movies, I'd probably be really
disappointed, and then if it was,
I'd be really worried about what
diseases I'd caught.
Michael Dylan Brennan is a
columnist for The BG News.

Thomas Cicirelli
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Responses wanted
If presenting a letter In person,
please bring a picture ID, along
with a home phone number.
The News also reserves the

page three

The BG News

right to edit any submitted work
for clarity and brevity.
If not submitting a letter or
guest column in person, please

Reps should be 'bounced'

I hope you are as mad as I am.
Quite frankly, I am mad as hell.
(Oops, there's that darn 'H' word
again.)
A recent poll showed 20 percent of Americans are "angry" at
the federal government; if you
ask me it should be 100 percent.
I am speaking, of course, about
the latest scandal to surface in
Congress.
You have undoubtedly heard
about the problems some members of the House of Representatives have had with their checking accounts at the now-defunct
House Bank
address the submission to:
This scandal is not Republican
The editorial
or Democrat, conservative or
The BG News
liberal.
210 West Hall
This scandal is about members
of the House, no matter who they
are. It is about their conduct.
The scandal involves members
of the House of Representatives
writing bad checks without any
nation? What if we used the full j repercussions whatsoever. Espower of government to provide I sentially this amounts to memthe basic human needs ~ uni- | bers getting interest-free loans.
versal health care, decent shelThis is yet another example of
ter, quality education for our | Congress appearing as a "prichildren, improved public trans- vileged class," able to do things
portation facilities, and the right I and having privileges that norto a job - for every citizen? How I mal, everyday, law-abiding citimuch would all our lives be made zens don't have.
more productive and enriched?
That makes people mad. It
should.
If we stand on the ground,
We elect individuals to Conpreoccupied with our own petty gress to represent us, to stand up
concerns, we will miss the great for our rights and look out for
issues which challenge our gen- our interests.
eration. Democracy is not a thing
Instead, many appear to go to
to be acquired, a material object. Washington, forget all about
their constituents and only worry
Real democracy isn't voting about their own personal interfor the best of bad alternatives. It ests (like getting re-elected).
begins with a new way of viewing
Granted, not all members of
ourselves, the art of public de- Congress fall into this mold, but
cision-making and the vast po- many do.
tential of the larger world.
Those who do fit the mold inevitably tarnish the image of the
To dream of freedom and
equality for all Americans is to
peer above the horizon, beyond
$ SUMMER $
the arbitrary boundaries which
restrict our true potential, and
JOBS IN ALASKA
our capacity for creativity.
•Yukon Earn Thousands!*
To revitalize our cities, to put
(I've been tbere... I know)
people back to work, to improve
the quality of our children's eduAlaska's seafood processing
cation, we desperately need a
industry provides tens of
new vision of what democracy
thousands of jobs annually!
could be.

Landscape of humanity
I was flying across the United
States at the crack of dawn, leaving Los Angeles airport and traveling to Denver. The sun peered
across the eastern horizon, illuminating the ground's features
thousands of feet below.
The view from above was familiar to me, but, in some new
way, unexpected and awesome;
the snowcapped mountains, the
bone-dry basins, the craggy
plateaus; the twists and curls of
the Colorado River, cutting its
path to the sea; the playful shadows of clouds bouncing beneath
the winds.
I was moved by the great spectrum of physical diversity, the
overarching beauty and simple
grandeur of our continent.
And the vast richness and
diversity which is this land
struck me to the core, as I pondered the plight of millions of
people who labor and love, dream
and build, study and reflect in
countless cities, towns and
villages.
These are the people who lack
adequate shelter, who sleep in
the alleys, subway tunnels and
parks. These are the people who
are standing in innumerable
unemployment lines, desperate
for work to feed and clothe their
children.
These are the voiceless people
who have lost faith in politicians'
promises, who have seen their
real incomes reduced over the
past dozen years, who yearn for
effective solutions to their problems.
These are the tens of millions
of Americans who tremble at the
first signs of illness or physical
adversity in their children, because they lack medical insurance. They are the millions of
women who accept in silence
sexual harassment at places of

• Abortion through
17 weeks
• Morning after
treatment

Dr. Manning Marable
Guest columnist
employment for fear of losing
their jobs during an economic
recession.
This is the landscape of humanity, its fears and frustrations, its hopes for a better life.
American democracy is an unfinished project, and its central
creative power is found in the
talent and energies of its people.
Yet millions of Americans find
themselves divorced from the
reality of equal opportunity and
the promise of a better life. They
stand in isolation from the com-

II we stand on the ground,
preoccupied with our own
petty concerns, we will miss
the great issues which
challenge our generation.
fort, the power and the privileges
of a small elite, which is determinedly dedicated to the
preservation of the status quo.
We need a new social contract
in this country, a common understanding about the principles of
power and human development,
cutting across the rainbow of cultural and socio-economic diversity. What if we challenged the
idea that virtually all corporate,
political, educational and cultural leadership should be selected from white middle-toupper class males?
What if we had a broad spectrum of people reflecting racial,
gender and class differences in
the top administrative, managerial and cultural posts of the

(419| 255-7769 or
I-80O-589 6O05

For information send
$2.00&SA.S.E.to:
FISH HUNT
P.O. Box 93
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

Alaska, you'll get Inuit!

Dr. Manning Marable is
professor of political science and
history at the University of
Colorado.

University
Bookstore
will be closed
March 21-26
for Annual Inventory

PROUD TO
BE PRO-CHOICE
16 N. Huron
Toledo. Oh. 43604
Phone

We must move beyond partisan
parties and the idea that elections will solve everything.
Democracy means taking back
the power from the elites which
dominate our country, and empower the people. We need a new
definition of "politics" for a new
democratic society.

We will reopen Monday, March 30, 1992

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 and 12 Month Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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institution, themselves and their
fellow members - including
those members who do a good job
representing their constituents.
The House recently voted to
adopt a resolution to make information public about all members who bounced checks during
a 39-month period.
The worst abuser appears to be
former Rep. Tommy Robinson,
D-Ark., who bounced 996 checks
and overdrew his next-month's
paycheck 23 of the 39 months being investigated.
There were also some of Ohio's
legislators to make the list. The
information released to date
shows the following:
Rep. Edward Feighan, D-Ohio,
bounced 397 checks and overdrew his next-month's paycheck
eight of the 39 months.
Rep. Mary Rose Oakar, D-Ohio,
bounced 217 checks and overdrew her next-month's paycheck
21 of the 39 months. Bowling
Green's representative, Paul
Gillmor, did not bounce any
checks.
But while the check-bouncing
scandal was bipartisan, the attempt to cover it up clearly was
not.
Last Friday House Democrat
leaders finally caved in to the
pressure and agreed to support
legislation which will disclose

the names of 355 former and current House members who wrote
more than 20,000 bad checks.
What you may not know,
however, is what happened prior
to the vote.
Originally, the Democrat
leaders in the House only wanted
to release information about the
24 worst abusers of the House
Bank; essentially covering up the
rest of the abuses.
They fought tooth and nail to
release only that information.
They strongly resisted all attempts to gain full disclosure, but
eventually the pressure became
too great.
In fact, if it had not been for
the initial cries of "foul" from
Republican members and enormous pressure from the public,
we probably wouldn't be getting
full disclosure.
The Congress is controlled by
the Democrats because they hold
a majority of the seats. What this
means is they run the House.
That is why they were able to
make an attempt at a cover-up.
What this also means is that
they can be held directly responsible for the mess in the House.
They have been in control for far
too long. What we need is a
change in leadership.
But for a change in leadership,
the Republicans need to gain a
majority of seats in the House.
Voters around the nation need to
vote out their current representatives and replace them with new
ones: Republicans.
They have acted irresponsibly,
they have bounced checks, they
have dug their political graves now they must lie in them.
James Walters Is a sophomore
political science major.

RITE AID YOUR FAVORITE DRUG STORE
FOR SPRING BREAK NEEDS
Coca-Cola 12 pk cans
$2.79
Grandma Sheares chips lib bag $1.69
Bring this ad to either Bowling Green
Rite Aid and receive 20% off any
suntan product in stock
Beer at State minimum prices
1058 N. Main
Rite Aid
816 S. Main
Prices good through April 1,1992

Spring
clearance.
Everyone
must go.
$224
ooc wiy hwed
on round-up
puichuc to London.

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS

James Walters

A..

Jtcniion shoppers. During our incredible spring sale, you can sec the best of Briiain for the besi
of prices-just $224* one way, based on round-trip purchase to London. Simply purchase your ticket
by March 31, for travel Monday thru Thursday commencing April 1 thru June 14, 1992 and
September 1 thru September 30, 1992. And, if you're looking ahead to summer, you'll find plcni)
of bargain summer fares available also. Of course, you'll receive the complimentary headsets, free
drinks, classic cuisine and exceptional service that British Airways is famous for. So call your \n\ ol
agent at British Airways at 1-800-AIRWAYS today. But don't delay After all, if you're
shopping /or bargains this spring, wouldn't you rather do it in London'/
'Fare docs not include $18.00 agricultural, customs and immigration fees, and international departure lax.

BRITISH AIRWAYS
Tlw world* favourite airline.* <^r
TERMS Jk CONDITIONS: Fare Bun VOXABES Fire require* round-trip purchase, applicable for travel commencing 4/1/92 through 6/14/92
and 9/1*2 Arough 9/JGY92 only. Travel 6/13»2 through Ml/92 ibghtfy higher Travelmufl be completed by 10/3002. Minimum my: 7 day*
maximum stay 30 days or return by 10/30(92, whichever occurs first. Travel permitted Monday through Thursday, travel permitted other daya of the
week at additional charge. Travel permitted between Detroit and London on Bntish Airways services only Stopovers not permitted. Reservation
and ticket issue must be completed at lean 14 dayi prior to departure or before 3/31 »2. whichever ocvura first Outbound reeetvftiona may not be
changed, ictum reservation may bechanged fori fee of SI 00. Fare ia non-refundable once tickets are issued Fare may be combated with preaeaaon
■ale on B.A. land packages, Unleaa specifically permitted in written promotional material issued by Bhlish Airways, this promotion may be
combined with any other fare or special promotional offer, past, present or future Frequent Flyer mileage awards may not be redeemed in
conjunction with this program. Children, Privileged Traveler and other discounts not permitted This fare may not be available on ill flights and may
not be available when you cell. Fares are subject to change without notice and are subject to Government approvals.
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Task force falling behind Med schools focus on more
Complexity of health care problem causing delays than undergraduate major
by Michael Zawackl
The BC News

by Klmberly Larson
The BC News
The University created a
health care task force in October
to combat the ever-increasing
cost of health services. However,
as of now, the task force has
made little progress.
Health care task force chairman Donald Boron proposed an
outline timetable last month
which described the specific
steps that were to be followed.
Boren's estimations have been
far from correct, though.
The timetable states that the
task force should currently be
working on health care cost containment, which is the tenth item
listed on the outline. However,
they are now working on the
fourth item.
"When the timetable was
created, I knew it was very unrealistic, but it showed what I
hoped would be accomplished,"
Boren said. "The main problem is
the very nature of what we are
trying to do."
Boren said that the problem of
health care costs is complex because the task force is trying to
retain the benefits that faculty
and staff currently have while
simultaneously reducing the
cost.
"This progress is expected
when dealing with a cost of $9
million," he said. "We are not actually all that much behind
schedule because we had no definite date. We'd like to have everything completed by the end of
the academic year."
Boren said that the task force
is looking at many different
areas within the issue, making its
job extremely complex.
"The federal government
hasn't been able to do anything
about this problem," he said. "We
are making progress, but it's going to take time."
The University's troubles in
controlling health care costs are
not isolated. If the national health
care crisis continues at its current pace, it is estimated that by
the year 2030 the gross national
product will be consumed by
health care costs, Boren said.
The nation's health care crisis
is a result of the alarming increase in the cost of health care.
To combat the problem and reduce the amount of monetary
stress felt by University em-
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"When the timetable was created, I knew it was very
unrealistic, but it showed what I hoped would be
accomplished. "The main problem is the very nature ol
what we are trying to do."
Donald Boren, health care task force chairperson
ployees. University President
Paul Olscamp created the University health care task force in
October.
"The task force was set up to
go over what happened last year [
with health care] and to deal with
the similar problems this year,"
Boren said. "It's estimated that
there will be a 16 percent increase in health care costs [next
year]."
Boren said the task force has
decided the University would
benefit from a self-funded health
policy, under which the University would handle health insurance
without using an outside company.
If self-funding is implemented,
employers would fund their own
health care by paying themselves
premiums. This practice would
reduce administrative costs,
Boren said.
"We want a way [to reduce
health care costs] which is equitable," he said. "We don't want a
'quick fix.'"
The task force is also working
to set up an employee assistance
program for mental health disa-

bilities. The highest increase in
health care costs falls within this
category.
The report for the proposed
employee assistance program is
expected to be completed in two
weeks, Boren said.
In addition, the task force is
trying to set up a system where
employees could receive free
health testing to prevent possible
medical problems, Boren said.
"[Testing] will hopefully encourage a healthy lifestyle and
help detect early on whether a
person is a candidate for heart
disease or strokes," Boren said.
Or. Joshua Kaplan, director of
University Health Services, said
this preventive testing could
possibly encourage University
administrators to introduce a
"flex-time" schedule which
would allow time for exercise
during the work week, or to subsidize staff membership at the
Student Recreation Center.
Boren said this would help
tremendously.

NOW LEASING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL
215 E. Poe Rd. Apartments
1 bdrm's starting @ Z/O/mo
Efficiencies starting @ I zO/mo
830 4th Street (Willow House)
1 bdrm's starting @ ZoO/mo
CALL NOW
FOR MORE INFO
AND SUMMER RATES

Management Inc.

353-5800
THE KEY

1045 North Main Slf»« • P.O. Box 1161
Bowling Gmn, Ohio 43402

THE KEY
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Just clip the order form below and return it to the Key office in West
Hall and you'll have saved all the memories of the 1991-92 school
year.

Also: ACADEMICS, GREEKS, ORGANIZATIONS, SPORTS, &
SENIORS

THE 1992 KEY ... WHY NOT
Name
Soc. Sec. No

Q I'LL BE HERE TO PICK UP my
yearbook when il arrives in
September 1992. Please bill my
bursar account.

Permanent Zip Code.

(For office filing purposes)
G Freshman Q Sophomore CJ Junior □ Senior

ORDER YOUR
1992 KEY
NOW!
Order now at a special price of $18.95

THE KEY

THE KEY

THE KEY

□ I WON'T BE HERE TO PICK UP
my yearbook. Please bill my bursar
account an additional $4.00 tor
postage and handling and send my
yearbook to:

Please return card, by campus mail, to The
KEY office, 28 West Hall, BGSU 43403
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"In the past, we've had a number of people who
came back to the University after a few years and
became pre-med," Meserve said.
"The field will always be dominated by the traditional pre-med students, but now there will be
more of a variety of non-traditional students,"
Goldsmith said.

A new reporting system for the
Pap test will help the University
Student Health Services diagnose female patients during their
annual pelvic exam.
The previous way of interpreting a Pap smear was to organize
the readings into classes ranging
from one (normal) to four (cancerous) with the numbers in between indicating a need for further examination.
The new classification system,
the Bethesda System, was developed in 1988 in Bethesda, Md.,
to create a more descriptive way

f

THE
TANNING
CENTER

Staying in BG?

TAN OVER
BREAK!!
248 N. Main
354-1559
993 S. Main
353-8826
143 W. Wooster
353-3281

of reading the Pap smear and to
eliminate the previous class
system.
Joanne Navin, nurse clinician
at the University Student Health
Services, said the Bethesda
System is basically a new way to
read the Pap results by describing what is seen on the smear.
"What they see within the
normal limits is considered
healthy," Navin said. "Any cellular changes or microorganisms
seen on the smear would call for
further examination."
Navin said the new way of
interpreting the Pap smear will
benefit women by providing a
more accurate way for the early
detection of cervical cancer.

THE KEY

"The new reporting system
will better help the Student
Health Services to better treat
the patients or to refer them for
further evaluation," Navin said.
Navin said that this new system
is in the process of being adopted
throughout the country. "The
[national reference lab] we are
working with is begining to use
this new system," Navin said.
Navin encourages women to get
annual Pap smears after the age
of 18 or when they become sexually active.
The University Student Health
Services offer the Pap smear for

FRIENDS DON'T LET
FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK
Attention Graduating Seniors!
Exciting Sales Opportunities available
with Detroit publishing company
Goio Research, Inc.. o motor publisher ol reference books lor libraries ond businesses
worldwide, is seeking energetic, highly mortvoted indKnduoh with o dnve to succeed
and the desire to (0<n a dynom*:, growth-oriented company.
We oHer the nght indrndud the opportunity to
»
►
►
►

Woe* W» o profawionol o»«n*ele
Devefop existing tmounh ond new bueinew
Col in a defined territory
SeB a brood range of new ond •**ab*«h*d product

CompeMrve salary plus bonus. Complete oeneitt package mdudes mealed, dental
and optical coverage, profit sharing, ond retirement plan. Stimulating work environment in prime downtown location.
Customer or public contact experience helpful. Must •nroy working with people and
hove a pleasant, professional phone manner. Telemarketing training provided.
To learn more about the apobcanon process and tel us about yourself, caH our 24 hour
line *m week (31»H1-7M0
Cwnpus Sake* ftoauMer

Or send you. resume to;

... Find out how a student got elected to City
Council

/ /

by Michael Zawackl

Exp. 3/27

WHY NOT... relive the excitement of the football
season as the falcons claimed the MAC
themselves

Meserve said that the University does not have
an organized post-baccalaureate program, but if
someone makes the decision to go into medicine he
could advise the individual on what classes to take.
Meserve said he rarely encounters students who
change their major in their senior year.

Health Center's new Pap system
to better detect cervical cancer
The BC News

WHY NOT
CLIP and SAVE?

Date

Students interested in going to medical school
need not necessarily be pre med majors, according
to a University biology professor.
Lee Meserve, a pre-med adviser, said being a
pre-med major is not an absolute requirement in
being accepted into a medical school and that a
student with a major not related to science has just
as good a chance of getting into a medical school.
"About 85 to 90 percent are biology and chemistry majors," Meserve said.
Ken Goldsmith, director of curriculum at the
Ronltin Educational Group, an educational consulting firm, said an increase in the number of medical
school applicants is forcing schools to concentrate
more on test scores and less on educational background.
"Over the last two to three years the applicant
pool has expanded 20 to 40 percent, so schools have
gotten more selective and the MCAT scores have
gotten higher," Goldsmith said.
The Medical College Admission Test, or MCAT,
was adjusted in 1991 by the addition of written and
verbal reasoning sections to test students on
critical thinking.
Meserve said the test was changed to shorten the
amount of time it took to take the test.
"[The MCAT] used to be six question sections
and an essay and it took the better part of a Saturday," Meserve said. "Now it's three question sections and two half-hour essays."

Goldsmith said an English or philosophy major
with a 4.0 grade point average has an opportunity
in his or her senior year to change his or her major
and be accepted into a medical school by getting
into a post-baccalaureate program.
A post-baccalaureate program is a specialized
fifth year for the non-science major who needs to
fulfill science requirements, improve grades or
have an extra year to prepare for the MCAT test.
Goldsmith said the change will attract a more
well-rounded student.
"This opens the door to anyone who wants to put
in the effort to succeed [in medical school],"
Goldsmith said.
Meserve said that medical schools generally do
not want all of their students cut out of the same
mold.
"Med schools want to have a little bit of variety
in the classrooms," Meserve said.
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Bowling Green State University's

SPRING AUCTION
WHEN: Wednesdoy, March 25, 1992 ,10:30 a.m.
WHERE: Old Paint Shop Storage Dulldlng - off of Troupe Ave.

Vehicles, lawnmowers, items from
University Police lost and found, assorted
jewelry and watches, miscellaneous electronic
and stereo equipment, computers and printers,
food service equipment and related items,
large assortment of office equipment and all
kinds of furniture.

CALL 372-2121 FOR INFORMATION
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He's got spiri t -- yes he do

Love that
demonic
Roger McCarthy revels in BG pride as both Freddie and SIC SIC member
dentist!
Connell Barrett
Columnist

\_Jkay, here's the
question that's been
festering in my towheaded
noodle like a fresh boil on a
rash-laden hobo (or
something): Is my dentist,
in fact, possessed by a
demonic force?
I know what you're
thinkings you're thinking,
"What a silly question,
Connell. I hate you." But if s
not. A silly question would
be, "Wouldn't it be neat if
the PGA installed a new
statute requiring all
professional golfers to play
with exploding balls?"
("Well, Bob, it looks like
Nicklaus is going for his
five-iron here, and ...
OOOH! That one blew his
pelvis CLEAN OFF! Tough
lie for the Golden Bear.")
In answer to both
inquiries, I'd say, to the
former, "Yes" and, to the
latter, "Yes. Please."
Clean teeth are vitally
important. Everyone should
follow the basic, logical
theory toward healthy
choppers: If you fail to
brush and floss on a regular
basis, you will develop
cavities and your teeth will
fall out. However, if you
manage to brush and floss
on a regular basis, you will
probably get hit head-on by
an 18-wheeler on the way to
your cleaning and die
instantly.
I should have no
problems. I keep on the
lookout for decay, plaque,
tartar sauce, sour cream,
etc. And I love to brush. I
love my teeth -- everything
about them. I often stand in
front of my bathroom
mirror, garbed only in a
blue cotton towel, and hope
for a deep-voiced man to
say from behind me, "Show
us, Connell. Oral B."
Maybe I should have kept
that to myself, but my point
is: I take my brushing
seriously, and my dentist
should do the same with his
profession.
But this isn't the case.
The reason I'm so suspect
of said physician is because
every time I make my
biannual interlude to have
him plug my cavity (a
hollow, destructive
example of decay), my
dentist (a hollow,
destructive example of
decay) has a knack for
distracting me with little
comments during the
procedure -- things like,
"Whoops!" and "Dammit,
wrong tooth!" and "Woah!
Look at all this blood!" and
"YEE-haw!"
I say this because every
time I'm in the chair,
something goes wrong,
usually involving: a)
Novocain; b) power tools; or
c) dismemberment. During
my last visit, for instance, I
was present under the
pretense of having a cavity
filled (I've learned since, of
course, that there is no such
thing as a cavity; the whole
fraudulent rumor was
invented by the dental
branch of Big Business for
a purely financial reason,
just like Sweetest Day,
Secretary's Day, Buy A
Hallmark Card For Anyone
You Know Who's
Technically In The
Mammalian Species Day,
etc). Little did I know I was
being used as a pawn in a
new medical experiment
entitled, "Let's See If A
Professional Dentist Can
Imbibe More Than A Quart
Of Malt Alcohol And Still
Fill A Tooth."
First (and the following
paragraph is true) the
assistant, numbing solution
In hand, inadvertantly
brushed the saturated Q-tip
across my nose on the way
into my mouth, thus
temporarily killing most
nerves in my nostrils. Next,
after giving me a Novocain
See Barrett, page (even.
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Recently-revealed Freddie Falcon, Roger McCarthy sports an insignia
of the University mascot on his thigh. McCarthy said he's also considering getting a tattoo of Bart Simpson, his SIC SIC alter ego.
by Christina Wise
The BG News
Senior interpersonal communication major Roger
McCarthy wears a heart on his
sleeve. Actually, he wears a falcon on his thigh (in the form of a
tattoo).
Recently unmasked as a SIC
SIC member and also as a 1991-92
Freddie Falcon, McCarthy qualifies as one of the most spirited
students in University history.
The only other student to serve
on the secret spirit team and as
school mascot was Bob Taylor,
the University's first-ever Freddie in 19S0, unmasked as a member of SIC SIC in 1953.
According to Assistant Vice
President of Student Activities
Greg DeCrane, SIC SIC adviser,
having been both Freddie Falcon
and Bart Simpson (McCarthy's
SIC SIC identity) is "quite an accomplishment considering the
amount of time involved alone."
To become a member of SIC
SIC, a student must be nominated
at the end of his or her freshman
year by a current member and
apply and go through an interview process. Two freshmen are

selected and take on their new
University spirit roles in the fall
semester of the next year, beginning with the freshman convocation.
McCarthy became Bart when a
SIC SIC member transferred to
another university during the fall
semester of 1989. Since then, he
has been dedicating five to six
hours a week, minimum, to the
"spirit"ual well-being of Bowling
Green.
DeCrane said McCarthy is one
of the most humorous persons he
knows and is an asset to the University.
"He's probably one of the 10
most involved students I've seen
in the 23 years I've been here,"
DeCrane added.
McCarthy said that despite the
hectic schedule, being a part of
SIC SIC and Freddie Falcon simultaneously was worth it.
He said he doesn't think he'll
ever be as close to any other
group as his SIC SIC companions,
but being Freddie was something
he really wanted to do.
"I tried out to be Freddie two
years ago and didn't make it," he
said. "I really wanted to do it,
though, so I tried out again last
year - and made it."

According to McCarthy, DeCrane was unaware that he was
trying out for the Freddie role
until Brad Browning, school
mascot adviser, called him to see
if there would be any extreme
time conflicts.
"I asked the other SIC SIC
members if it would be OK with
them," McCarthy said, "but I
never talked to Greg about it."
Browning said McCarthy was
picked to be Freddie out of about
20 applicants and that being a
member of SIC SIC worked for
and against his being selected.
"Being on SIC SIC showed that
[Roger] had school spirit and was
the type of dedicated person we
were looking for," Browning
said. "But we were concerned
about him trying to balance his
schedule and thought there might
be time conflicts."
This was a legitimate concern
considering that, according to
Browning, the two Freddies and
two Freidas together make about
250 appearances in one year.
This, in addition to SIC SIC, made
McCarthy a very busy man.
McCarthy said being both has
been confusing at times because
he had to switch costumes at half
time of the games and invent a
multitude of excuses concerning
his whereabouts to keep his identity a secret.
A Fact Line employee,
McCarthy's standard excuse was
that he had to work the Fact Line
"research shift," which does not
exist.
"People will believe pretty
much anything if you're convincing enough," he said.
McCarthy said the best part to
being Freddie Falcon was having
a secret identity.
"Part of the magic is not having
people know who you are," he
said.
There were persons who knew,
though, McCarthy said. When
asked about his girlfriend of a
year and a half, he was quick to
answer.
"She knew. She had to know.
There was no getting around it.
My roommate knew, too. They
both covered for me a lot."
His identity is no longer secret,
however. McCarthy said that,
after no one having known for so
long, the recognition is "sort of
embarrassing."
"I'm glad I'm going home
Wednesday night for break," he
said. "Hopefully people will forget by the time they get back."
In addition to his role in boosting school spirit, McCarthy
serves in several other capacities
at the University.
A member of College Republicans since his freshman year, he
has been the treasurer and vice

president. He has also been in
USG for more than three years as
a senator, a committee chairman
and, most recently, executive assistant to former president Mike
Sears.
"Roger is an outgoing, obnoxious and fun person," Sears said.
"I say he's obnoxious because
he's always one to question
everyone's ideas and motives for
everything. That's good, though,
because he keeps everyone in
line."
Sears said McCarthy kept his
identity hidden well because
"he's always so busy with other
things that if s hard to keep track
of him anyway."
Those "other things" include
being a campus tour guide for
two years (for which he's given
about 30 tours), a CSP 480 peer
facilitator (the University Success course) and a member of
S.O.L.D. (Student Organizations
Leadership Development).
S.O.L.D. is an elite organization
(there are currently 23 members)
which operates through the office of Student Activities and
Orientation. Members are chosen
based on their dedication to
BGSU and their leadership abilities.
Deb Helm, S.O.L.D. adviser,
said McCarthy has been a joy to
work with. She said he has served
on several committees and
helped to coordinate the Student
Organizations Fair and the
Leadership Conference.
Each year, S.O.L.D. chooses
someone from the University as
student leader of the year.
Having recently been nominated
for the honor, McCarthy has
stepped down as co-chairman of
the leader recognition committee.
"Aside from being a fun person, Roger is an extremely hard
worker and is dedicated and loyal
to BG," Helm said. "That's something I admire. I really don't understand how any student could
do as much as he has, though."
McCarthy said he's not really
as busy as it may seem.
"Everyone thinks I'm so busy
and stressed out and that I have
no time," he said. "But it's what
I'm used to. Besides, my mom
told me she didn't want to see me
leave college wishing I would
have done something that I could
have and I didn't, and I agree
with her."
When asked when he'll graduate, McCarthy's answer was "eventually." Although he maintains an average GPA, his extracurricular activities may have
hurt it some.
"It's actually a good thing that
my grades aren't that super," he
said jokingly. "Besides, if I had a
■ ■■
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3.5 or a 4.0, I'd win too many
awards."
McCarthy said that being
Freddie Falcon and a member of
SIC SIC has been a great honor
and has given him the opportunity to give something back to the
University he loves so much.
"I looked at a lot of different
schools," he said, "but the people
here were all so friendly. This is
the only college I'd ever want to
go to."
When McCarthy does graduate,
eventually, he wants to work at
Disneyland - as Mickey Mouse,
of course.

Sssorry,
no snakes
allowed
A nine-foot-long python
was removed from a room
at the Edgewood Inn, 5272
Bowling Green Road, after
the motel's owner called the
Wood County Sheriff's Department to Inquire
whether the resident was
required to have a permit
for the animal.
Kaleen Martinez, the
motel's owner, said she notified authorities Monday
after learning that an employee living in the room
was keeping the snake. The
snake's owner, the employee's son, removed the
snake Tuesday. "The only
reason I called the sheriff
was to find out what my
rights were and how to
handle the situation," Martinez said.
Martinez said she wanted
to know whether the python
. was being kept legally. Pets
are not allowed in the
motel's rooms, she said.
Martinez told a sheriff's
department dispatcher that
she wanted to call a zoo to
have the python removed.
Sheriffs deputies contacted the Ohio Department
of Natural Resources and
the Wood County game
protector, who entered the
room and examined the
snake, which was housed in
an aquarium.
No permit is needed to
keep the snake, the game
protector told the deputies.
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by cultijral progirammer
Bridges and boundaries as
part of ethnic identity:

The BG Newi/Jay Murdoch

University mascot Roger McCarthy Is unmasked at the Bowling
Green/Western Michigan men's basketball game. McCarthy is the
second student In Bowling Green history to serve as both Freddie Falcon and ■ member of SIC SIC.
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NEW YORK (AP) - A rare
1857 glazed jar made and
signed by David the Potter,
a South Carolina slave; Eddie Cantor's blackface
makeup; a Jewish child's
1939 textbook with a Yiddish
translation of a Langston
Hughes poem.
These and other exhibits
will trace themes of ethnic
identity and shared experiences in an exhibition organized by the Jewish Museum
in collaboration with the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
People. It will begin its twoyear national tour at the
New York Historical Society.
"Bridges and Boundaries:
African Americans and
American Jews" explores a
relationship the museum
describes as being "a dramatic and complex story of
cooperation and conflict." It
opens March 22, with about
350 exhibits Including works
of art, photographs and
documents.
After its closing at the

New York venue on July 12,
the exhibition will travel to
the Jewish Museum, San
Francisco, Sept. 22 through
Dec. 25.
□ During 1993, it will be
shown at the Strong Museum, Rochester, N.Y., Jan.
14 through March 14; the
Jewish Historical Society of
Maryland and another site,
Baltimore, April 18 through
June 10; the National AfroAmerican Museum, Wilberforce, Ohio, July 11 through
Sept. 1 and the California
Afro-American Museum,
Los Angeles, Sept. 27
through Dec. 6.
□ In 1994, showings will
be co-sponsored by the AfroAmerican Historical and
Cultural Museum and the
National Museum of American Jewish History, in Philadelphia, Jan. 7 through
March 13 and at the Chicago
Historical Society, Chicago,
April 7 through July 4.

In honor of Walt Whitman:
NEW YORK (AP) - An exhibition at the New York

Public Library, "Walt
Whitman: In Life or Death
Forever," marks the centenary of the poet's death on
March 26. It also highlights
rare editions of Leaves of
Grass.
One of these is the Rlut>
Book, Whitman's own heavily corrected and revised
copy of the 1860-61 edition
in blue paper covers. When
this was found in his desk in
1865 it was considered an
immoral book - the discovery led to his dismissal
from the Department of the
Interior.
The exhibition also includes Whitman's own copy
of the first edition ofLeaves
of Grass and his scrapbook
of the book's reviews.
The exhibition's manuscripts, books, photographs
and letters are all from the
library's holdings. These
holdings and those of the Library of Congress are the
world's two largest collections of Whitman material.
The exhibition is on display
March 20 through Sept. 12.
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BG court hopes computer Ohio tries *First Vote'
system will aid in research Statewide program registers high school seniors
by Chris Hawley
The BG News

Court officials are hoping a
state-of-the-art computer network being expanded to Bowling
Green this year will speed
research and help track defendants. Wood County Prosecutor
Alan Mayberry said Friday.
The case research and tracking
network now links 10 of the 88
county prosecutors in Ohio and
will eventually allow prosecutors
to compare notes on points of law
or learn if defendants are being
prosecuted in other areas.
However, workers in other
prosecuting attorneys' offices
said that although the network is
expanding, it is as yet too small
to help with court work.
"Until there are enough
counties on board you won't be
able to rely on it as a source,"
said Margaret Sonstein, administrative secretary in the Ashtabula County Prosecutor's Office,
where the system was installed
in January.
The network is expected to include all counties in Ohio within
the next two years.

Installation of network terminals in Wood County will be funded through a $30,000 grant from
the Ohio Prosecuting Attorneys
Association and a percentage of
money won from delinquent taxpayers.
Mayberry said the system will
shorten the time needed to prepare cases, reduce the need to
hire research staff and speed
court proceedings by allowing
for more comprehensive briefs
on points of law. The system will
also speed pre-trial arrangments
because prosecutors will know
immediately if a defendant is
charged with a crime elsewhere.
A police network presently
used by prosecutors indicates
whether suspects have been arrested, Mayberry said, but learning if a person is under prosecution is more difficult.
"We may find out through
word of mouth, or we may never
find out," he said.
By entering summaries of
cases into the network, prosecutors will also build up a bank
of briefs that can be used in
researching future arguments on
points of law. The computer
system will include an integrated

word processing system as well.
Sonstein and Debbie Allen, an
administrative assistant at the
Perry County Prosecutor's Office, said the system has worked
well for regular computing tasks.
"The problem is finding
enough time to put [case summaries] on the computer," Sonstein said.
Entering a single case may
take as long as one hour, she said.
Mayberry said that even
though the research network
may start slowly, the new computers will be a vast improvement over the system now in
place in his office.
"What we have now is an antique," he said.
Other court-related county offices upgraded to new computers
about two years ago. Mayberry
said he waited to replace the old
system because he knew about
the OPAA grants, which began
last year, but wanted to see how
the statewide system was working before joining the network.
"I was a little leery of being the
initial guinea pig," he said.

by Theresa De Franco
contributing writer

For years, high schools
throughout Ohio have acted on
their own to register 18-year-old
seniors to vote. This year will be
different as Ohio First Vote, a
statewide program to bring voter
registration opportunities to high
school seniors, gets underway.
Secretary of State Bob Taft
launched the program, while
Ohio Governor George Voinovich
declared the month of March
"High School Voter Registration
Month" to complement the innovative registration program.
Maria Molina, voter registration coordinator for Ohio, said
that this is the first year there
has been a statewide coordinated
effort to register young voters.
"[The program] enhances and
encourages young adults to get
involved," Molina said.
Participating high schools are
supplied with Ohio First Vote
posters, a "First Vote" videotape,
teaching guides and other registration materials.

The video features actual high
school students in the classroom
discussing the voting process.
The seniors in the video talk
about the 1960s, an era when
many of their parents were the
age the students are now. The
Vietnam War and the Civil Rights
Movement, two issues discussed
in the video, increased the interest in voting.
Ohio First Vote proposes to reverse the downward trend in voting by 18- to 20-year-olds.
"During this important presidential election year, we have a
unique opportunity to increase
political participation among
young adults," Taft said in a
press release concerning the
project.
Molina said the state hoped
that by bringing voter registration into the classroom, young
adults would be more attentive to
vital issues of the day.
"We hope doing it [Ohio First
Vote] ... will make [students]
think about things here on out,"
Molina said.
Taft also noted that every
county in the state of Ohio is represented by a First Vote school.

Otsego, North Baltimore and
Elmwood are participating First
Vote high schools in Wood
County.
Julie Danko, senior government teacher at Otsego, regards
Ohio First Vote as a positive beginning for encouraging young
persons to vote.
"I think it will be successful.
It's the first step," Danko said.
The program allows any senior
who will be 18 by November 3 to
register. Danko said that there
has been a positive reaction from
her seniors. About 90 percent of
them have registered.

In-class discussions between
Danko and the students have led
to an increased interest on the
national as well as on the local
level. Two school levies that will
affect Otsego students will be
voted on this year.
Not every area high school has
chosen to implement Ohio First
Vote into its lesson plans. Mike
Watkins from Bowling Green
High School said that while he
does register seniors at the high
school, he has decided against using the Ohio First Vote program.

Blotter

Showers
Continued from page one.

♦ A customer in Ben Franklin Variety

Barber said.
"There's not going to be a new
locker room built," she said. "We
are just designating locker room
147 to be for women."
Barber said locker room 142 is
designated specifically for men.
Jordan said there will be no
cost because there will be no

"It's about halfway through the Store, 154 S. Main St. reported that an
construction procedures involved. He said the arena has to semester, and we felt that the re- "older man" was exposing himself to
change the sign on the door and location of approximately SO persons inside the store Tuesday, March
paint it.
people was not a prudent step," 10, police said.
The locker room will not be Jordan said.
♦ A visitor to the University reported
Barber said that the Falconet- that the Rodgers Hall resident he was
made available for women until
after May 1 because students tes, the University's women's | staying with pushed him and stole his
have already rented lockers precision skating team, lias no Mickey Mouse watch Wednesday. March
within room 147.
plans to use the new locker room. 11. The matter is under investigation,
Barber said they will continue to police said.
use the women's studio locker
♦ A resident of East Wooster Street
room, which has no showering reported that his house was broken into
while he was watching television in anfacility.

The Multicultural
Alumni Speaker Series
Presents:

► HERB MOOREHEAD '57
Manager of AT&T Services and BGSU
University Board of Trustee Member

Wednesday, March 18, 1992
7-9 pm-Alumni Room
University Union
Co-sponsored by the Office of Multicultural
'Activities and Programs and the BGSU Alumni
Association.

Mynatt said she received a letter from Jordan which informed
her of the decision to add a women's locker room.
"It was more than my suggested solution," Mynatt said. "I
think they realized women
needed more facilities."

other room Friday. The resident heard
noises and found the suspect attempting
to steal several expensive items. The
complainant chased the man on foot to
the intersection of State and Clough
streets, but was not able to catch him.
The suspect is described as a 5'10" white
male with black hair wearing a blue
baseball cap on backward and a yellow

REMEMBER THE GOOD TIMES
Awe your stay-at-home friends
Take great photos with great Fuji film
"SPRING BREAK SPECIAL"
35 mm
24Exp

$2.49

lightweight jacket, police said.
♦ An employee of the Salvation Army,
309 S. Main St.. reported that the store
had received a donation of four 8mm
movies in the drop box Friday which she
said she believed to be pornographic.
Police kept the movies for evidence,
police said.
♦ Deena J. Roe, 18, 721 N. Wintergarden Road, was cited for possession of
marijuana Friday at a Manville Avenue
residence, police said.
♦ Rodney S. Wade. 20,11225 Providence-Neapolis Road, Grand Rapids, was
cited for underage consumption Friday at
Howard's Club H. 210 N. Main St., police
said.
♦ Gregory A Miller, 20. 2427 Portsmith, Toledo, was cited for underage
consumption Saturday at Howard's Club
H. 210 N. Main St., police said.
♦ Ann K. Conti, 20, 4832 Ridgebury
Blvd., Lyndhurst, was arrested for DUI
Saturday at the intersection of Thurstin
Avenue and Ridge Street. Conti and a
passenger in her vehicle, Heather A
Morrison, 20,24270 Maplewood Dr., Euclid, were anested for resisting arrest.
Conti and Morrison were both intoxicated
and very uncooperative and abusive,
police said.

100 Speed

♦ Police received a report of a man
coming into Wash House, 250 N. Main
St., urinating on the floor and walking out
Saturday, police said.
♦ Stephanie P. Scruggs, 36, 29151
Walnut Creek Dr., Flat Rock, Mich., was
arrested for DUI Sunday, police said.
♦ Anthony M. Sharrer, 18, 845 Maple
St., Perrysburg, was cited for underage
consumption and failure to control his
vehicle Sunday, police said
♦ Christopher L. Allen, 20, 406 Olive
Dr., Zanesville, was cited for criminal
damaging Sunday. Allen was extemefy intoxicated and had smashed in a window
in the University Lutheran Church, police
said.
♦ An employee of Rite Aid, 1058 N.
Main St., reported receiving a counterfeit
$20 bill Monday. The employee said he
did not discover the bill until he was
counting the money at the end of the day
and did not remember anything unusual
happening during the day, police said.
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PILLS 'N PACKAGES FAMILY PHARMACY
111 Railroad St.
Bowling Green
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Wednesday Special
All You Can Eat Spaghetti
$4.25
Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted after 4:30 for on campus students.
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for 95+ card holders.
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WIN MONEY!!
Day by Day Calendar Cover
Design and photo contest

The above are not residents «—■«-'--—
of a 2 Bedroom, 2 Bath Apartment
at Winthrop Terrace
They cannot ride our
Campus Shuttle or use our Pool
you can
For details phone 352-9135

Cover Design
* Winner gets $50
Entries must be 1 color
5" wide x 8" long
(include front and back designs)

353-0988
Photo Contest
•Prizes: 1st place
$25
2nd place
$15
3rd place
$10
Entries must be black & white glossy
5"x7"

Due to Spring Break The BG News will have an early DEADLINE
Classified & Display Advertising for Tuesday, March 31st
are due by 4pm on March 20th at 214 West Hall.
There will be no paper on Monday, March 30th.

Subjects must be campus related
Any other info call QTJi>Vg\ 2-2343
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Crafts and Bunnies and Sales--Oh My!
(above)Sales were kind of slow at the "Breath of Spring" craft show in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Tuesday afternoon, while a rabbit encourages freshman Jim Richie to go to the craft show(right). The
Circle K-sponsored show will continue today and Thursday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Brown

Primary
Continued from page one.

Redistrict

Former California Gov. Brown
said there would be no letup in
his attacks, which have stirred an
angry personal feud with the
frontrunner. He told CBS in an
interview that he would have "a
real hard time" supporting a
Clinton ticket unless the governor "can own up to his own
failures."
Tsongas said he was "in this
campaign until the convention."
"Vote more than once if you
can," the former Massachusetts
senator Joked outside a South
Side polling place in Chicago.
Tsongas acknowledged he was
going to have to do better than
the pollsters forecast; their late
samplings showed him far behind in the two industrial states
he had called key neutral tests of
his economic policy proposals
against Clinton's.

-..e Board of Elections Mary Lou
Emmans, the law states that
Brown needed a total SO valid
signatures from Ottawa, Williams, Sandusky, Wood and
Seneca counties. He only
received 44.
Emmans said that the Wood
and Seneca County petitions
were not valid because they were
filled out incorrectly.
In a meeting with the board of
elections Tuesday morning, the
co-chairman of Brown's Ohio
campaign, Robert Ceisler, failed
in his attempt to get Gov.
Brown's name put on the ballot
despite the technical violations.
According to Ceisler, a circulator of a petition must write and
print his or her name on the back
of the petition, as well as write
the number of signatures which
appear on the petition. He said
the Wood county circulator failed
to write the number of signatures
- which Invalidated the petition.
"It was admittedly a clerical
error on our part," Ceisler said.
Ceisler said he believes the
ommission of Brown's name
from the ballot is contrary to the
spirit of democracy.
"If no one wants Jerry Brown
to be president, so be it, but it
should be the voters who decide,"
he said.
Ceisler added that Brown was
planning to campaign in the district, but now Brown's opponents
may not campaign in the district.
"Their decision did nothing to
help the community," he said.

lative districts, to stay the threejudge panel's order pending the
filing of a formal appeal with the
Supreme Court. There was no
immediate response.
On congressional redistricting,
Riffe repeated a demand for IS
Republican votes to go with those
of up to 42 Democratic supporters. That would form a good bipartisan majority in the 99-member House, he said.
Riffe said Minority Leader
Corwin Nixon, R-Lebanon, told
him that he still does not have IS
votes but will keep trying. Last
week, Nixon said he had 11.
Riffe said Nixon agreed that
the bill should not be scrapped
because a new plan, if necessary,
could be less appealing to members of both parties. The bill
passed the Senate 24-9 on March
3.
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'NOW RENTING'
Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1992 and 1992-93
school year.
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Spring Tledge Class
1992

Lawmakers usually base their
votes on congressional redistricting more on their impact back
home than on statewide political
considerations, making consensus more difficult, Riffe said.
Riffe said that he told Nixon he
needs an answer by the end of
this week "or we will have to give
serious consideration to going
back to the drawing board."

and
Congratulations
to the Pledge
Class Officers n
%
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Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

THIS SUMMER,
GIVE YOURSELF
SOME CREDIT.

ft Increase attention
and retention for
your presentations
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500 off full color copies
Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed and receive any full color
laser copies on 20 lb. while bond for 50« off our everyday price.
One coupon per customer. Not valid with other offers. Good
through June 15,1992.

Open 24 hours
354-3977
115 Railroad Street
(Behind Myles)

kinko's
the copy center
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► Reproduce original
graphics, charts, and
illustrations
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MID AM MANOR

1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included, air conditioning

AT ONE LOW PRICE!
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► Copy original photos or artwork

TWO PAIR OF REGULAR
PRESCRIPTION EYEGLASSES

STANDARD IIFOCUS

CHARLESTOWN APTS.

shot on the wrong side of my
gums, my dentist actually began
to drill (get this) the WRONG
TOOTH! Isn't that hilarious? But,
you know, I've been thinking
that, all In all, dentists are pretty
OK people, and I really shouldn't
complain, and, when it comes
right down to it, litigation is
looking better and better every
day.

At Kinko's, our Canon Color Laser Copier reproduces
your true colors with remarkable precision. So when
we make a full color copy, you get the same colors
found in your original.

TWO
PAIR,
ONE
PRICE!
SINGLE VISION
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Continued from page five.

Continued from page one.

Continued from page one.

favored by 75 percent of black
voters, compared with 8 percent
for Brown and 7 percent for
Tsongas. Among blue-collar
voters, Clinton and Brown ran
nearly even, with 47 percent
favoring Clinton, 42 percent
favoring Brown and 6 percent for
Tsongas.
NBC said exit polls showed
Bush's job approval remained at
about 30 percent in both states
and many voters said they cast
their ballots with reservations
about their candidate, or because
they dislike the other candidates.

Barrett

Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, is famous for its sun,
sand and surf, but do you know it's also a great place for
summer earning and learning?
You can make your beach break count by enrolling in
summer courses at Coastal Carolina College. Whether
wanting to get ahead or just catch up, you can accumulate
a full semester's credits through Coastal's May semester
and two summer sessions. Plus, you can live in our campus
apartments for only $75 a week, and our ]ob Placement
Office will help you in your search for a summer job.
If you're spending Spring Break in Myrtle Beach, stop
by our Admissions Office Monday through Friday, 830 a.m.
to 5 p.m., or call us toll-free for more information. This
could be your best summer ever.

803-349-2026
1-800-277-7000
COASTAL CAROLINA COLLEGE
University of South Carolina System
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Six BG hockey players Devils will try to go
earn post-season honors wire to wire at No. 1
by Randy Setter
sports writer

The hockey team may have
missed the playoffs for the first
time in 21 years, but six players
received post-season accolades.
Seniors Peter Holmes and Martin Jiranek were named to the
All-Central Collegiate Hockey
Association First Team by the
league coaches, while freshmen
Brian Holzinger and Brandon
Carper were named CANSTAR
CCHA All-Rookie Honorable
Mentions. The team also had two
players named to the AllAccademlc CCHA Team, senior
Dan Bylsma and junior Angelo
Llbertucci.
Coach Jerry York was satisfied
after learning the results.
"We're very pleased and proud
of our accomplishments," said

York- "Accolades come easier to
teams who achieve success."
Holmes received 45 votes, including three first place votes, on
his way to taking one of the forward positions on the team. The
Hobey Baker candidate lead the
Falcons in scoring with 60 points,
on 26 goals and 34 assists. He tallied the most goals on the team
and finished second behind Brett
I Iarkins in assists by five.
Jiranek garnered 30 points and
received one first year vote from
the coaches. The center finished
one goal behind Holmes at 25,
with a total of S3 points. He finished with 28 assists, good for
third in assists on the team.
Holzinger was named CCHA
Player of the Week for his two
game-winning goals against then
number one ranked Michigan
(Feb. 7 and 8). He finished the
season fifth in team scoring with

22 points, netting 14 goals and
eight assists.
Carper helped solidify the Falcon defense as he debuted this
season. He netted five goals and
13 assists for 18 points. Carper
also lead the team in penalties
with 22 penalties and 44 penalty
minutes.
Libertucci and Bylsma proved
that one can be proficient at
hockey without their academics
suffering.
Libertucci earned a 3.95 grade
point average while working
toward a degree In PreMedicine/Biology. The netminder compiled a 4.85 Goals allowed average enroute to a 3-8-4
record. His 84.8 save percentage
was second best on the team to
Will Clarke.
Bylsma, an accounting major,
compiled a 3.30 GPA while playing as a winger.

DURHAM, N.C. (AP) Duke continues to revel
in the favorite role entering its NCAA firstround tournament game against Campbell, attempting to become the first team in 15 seasons
to be No. 1 wire-to-wire.
"I think this team has learned to enjoy it because they recognize at this time of year it's a
result of achievement where as early on In the
year It's a result of prediction," Duke coach
Mike Krzyzewski said Monday.
Indiana in 1976 was the last team to be ranked
No. 1 in the nation from start to finish.
"To go all season long... No. 1 in the country is
a tremendous accomplishment for these guys,"
Krzyzewski said. "If they have done it for three
months, they can certainly do it for three more
weeks."
Duke (28-2) grabbed the top seed in the East
Regional after defeating North Carolina on Sunday in the Atlantic Coast Conference tournament Campbell (19-11), a Baptist school in central North Carolina that doesn't play games on
Sunday, won the Big South Conference title and

will face the Blue Devils Thursday night at
Greensboro.
Duke won the national title last season, beating Kansas in the championship game, and has
been to the Final Four four straight seasons and
five of the past six. The Blue Devils have an opportunity to become the first team to repeat as
NCAA champions since UCLA in 1972-73.
"I dont see repeating as being that tough,"
said All-American center Christian Laettner. "...
We are a very good team right now and we are
confident, but we have to beat Campbell first."
The oddsmakers have made the Camels a one
trillion to one longshot to win the NCAA championship. The Camels don't have a player taller
than 6-foot-6 and lost to East Carolina by 38
points a team Duke drilled by 28.
"They (Campbell) are excited about
and I dont see why we should be any
cited," Krzyzewski said. "We are very
about playing and you can be sure we
who they are.

playing
less exexcited
respect

Surprise,..coach Knight is upset, Miner is first-team selection
cancels the post-season banquet

BLOOMINGTON, Ind. (AP) Indiana coach Bob
Knight is angry again. This time, he canceled a
41-year-old tradition when he axed a basketball
awards banquet one day after the Hoosiers' devastating loss to Purdue.
"I really believe the main purpose of the banquet
over the years, to honor the seniors, is now being
done at the senior night we have at our last home
game," Knight told the Herald-Times of Bloomington In Tuesday editions.
"I'd like to see banquets reserved for a celebration when a team really achieves something. When
that happens, there'll always be time to put one
together."
The Purdue loss was especially costly. Indiana
lost a share of its third Big Ten title in four years,
and instead of being the No. 1 seed in the Southeast
Regional at nearby Cincinnati or Dayton, Ohio, the
Hoosiers were bounced to a second seed in the
West Regional at Boise, Idaho.
"We have had absolutely no communication with
the university about the whole incident," said
Craig Tenney, president of the Kiwanis Club of
Suburban Bloomington, which learned of Knight's
decision in a phone call Monday from his secretary.

with us personally about ending the banquet nor
has he given us any thanks for the 41 years that we
have put on the banquet," Tenney said.
Knight refused to participate in a postgame
news conference after Purdue's 61-59 victory on
Sunday and in his weekly radio call-in show on
Monday night. Indiana University defended
Knight's decision Tuesday, saying the basketball
program had been reviewing "for some time" the
banquet arrangement.
The athletic department is considering a banquet to honor all sports, not just basketball, according to a statement.
"If, at the close of this basketball season, a special event is warranted, or if an all-sports banquet
does not develop, the athletic department will reconsider having a recognition event for the basketball team," the statement said.
Mark Rudner, an assistant commissioner, said
the Big Ten Conference would have no comment
on Knight's actions. Knight historically does not
participate in the Big Ten's weekly coaches' teleconference.
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(AP) - Shaquille O'Neal of
LSU wasn't a surprise on The
Associated Press All-America
team since he was on it last
season.
Duke's Christian Laettner,
the only unanimous selection,
and Ohio State's Jimmy Jackson both made the jump from
last year's second team, so
there was no shock there.
Alonzo Mourning of Georgetown had been a second-team
selection as a sophomore two
years ago before an Injury set
him back last season, so his
presence when the team was
announced Monday was no upset.
Then there's Harold Miner,
the guard from Southern Cal
who is known as much for his
resemblance to Michael Jordan
and his superstitious on-court
antics as he is for his remarkable talent.
The 6-foot-5 junior has the
highest scoring average among
the five first-teamers 26.7
and few can claim the number
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of oohs, aahs and opened
mouths Miner can after one of
his performances.
"This honor is consistent
with his performance all year.
He's done so much for this
program," Southern Cal coach
George Raveling said.
The Trojans have returned to
the Top Ten, let alone the rankings, and with Miner giving
clinics on slick ball-handling,
off-balance jumpers and crowd
charisma, they have become a
No. 2 seed in the NCAA tournament.
O'Neal, the 43rd player to
repeat as an All-American, and
Jackson are also juniors, while
Laettner and Mourning are
seniors.
Maryland guard Walt Wil-

liams led th second team and
was joined in the backcourt by
Missouri's Anthony Peeler.
The frontcourt was Byron
Houston of Oklahoma State,
Eton MacLean of UCLA and
Adam Keefe of Stanford.
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O'Neal averaged 23.6 points,
was the nation's secondleading rebounder a 14.1) and
tied for the top spot in blocked
shots with Mourning (5.0). His
appearance as a sophomore
last season followed the consecutive years of Tigers guard
Chris Jackson as a first-team
selection. The 7-2 O'Neal was
four votes shy of being unanimous.
Laettner has been to the
Final Four each of his three
seasons and was named tournament MVP when the Blue
Devils won the title last season.

+ American Red Cross
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Please give blood.

352-9951

Smoke House

Arkansas teammates Todd
Day, a forward, and Lee
Mayberry, a guard, highlighted
the third team. They were
joined by Duke guard Bobby
Hurley and forwards Malik
Scaly of St. John's and Calbert
Cheaney of Indiana. Day was a
second-team pick last season
and Cheaney was on the third
team.
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UNION - ELECTIONS
March 18-19

HOURS:

12:30 - 4:00
at the Union
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FINANCIAL AID RESEARCH SERVICE

*Ar**+'4'''r>0'***r4rwww+'+'W4'wr'f&**<V'0'*4rww<4r*'Tww+'*'**

Our 16 yr. old service will match your qualifications and locate 6-25 sourcesof financial aid and guarantee minimum
$200 in assistance OR YOUR SERVICE FEE WILL BE REFUNDED! Call (513) 870-9866 10am-1 Opm Sun. thru Sat.

RENT NOW FOR FALL 1992

You won't see the ordinary, the run-of-the-mill, the mundane on WBGU-TV.
What you will see is television that enlightens, enriches and entertains.
Television that's worth staying home for, television too good to miss.

TOOGOODTOMISS

•S.S.S.S.JS/SfSSSSSSSSS

COLUMBIA
COURT
APTS
B.G.'s Newest Apartment Complex
Close to B.G.S.U.

Today you won't want to miss:

Hurry only a few left.

Neil Sedalca In Concert 8 p.m.
Peter, Paul and Mary: 25th Anniversary 930 p.m.
Mighty Day: The Chad Mitchell Trio Reunion-1 1:30 p.m.

CALL US AT 352-0717
FOR MORE INFORMATION

WBGU
TV27
Making A DlJJvnnct
A Strt'lct of Bowling Crccn SMIt I'nlrmiiy

GREENBRIAR INC., MGR.
Summer Rates Available

"»»"»"»"""MW^""^»»<
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Sporting an Opinion

March Madness???
Falcon hoop future
is what's important
played he wowed the crowds with
his above-the-rim antics.
Erik Pupillo
In a game in Athens, Ohio
against the Ohio University BobPulling
cats, Miller took a give-n-go pass
no
from Jason Crump and dropped a
left-handed tomahawk jam that
punches
shook the foundations of the
Convocation Center. Later in the
contest, Miller made two 'Lawrence Funderburke'-like rejecAs March Madness sweeps col- tions on Bobcat players.
If Miller can add two solid post
lege campuses across the nation,
moves to his repertoire, he'll be a
it 'd be a pity to overlook the extough man to handle down low.
citement and enthusiasm BowlHis mix of elevation and body
ing Green basketball brought to
control will enable Miller to
its fans.
complete a plethora of threeAnd as an unbiased basketball
point plays.
fan, I can honestly say the womRounding out the Falcons
en's basketball team got screwed
! The Falcons went 24-5 and wer- young talent is Ray Lynch. He
was the player I most enjoyed
en't even invited to the WNIT in
watching. He plays the game of
Amarillo, Texas. Mid-American
basketball like it should be
Conference teams get no replayed - in your face.
spect!
Lynch plays defense from
Speaking about no respect s Toledo's women's team won the baseline to baseline. He relentlessly harassed ball-handlers and
regular season and MAC tourcontinously denied passing lanes
nament championship, but
received a number 10 seed in the in a season that saw him play
mostly because of his defensive
NCAA Tournament. Instead of
hosting a tournament game, they prowess.
When Lynch develops some
must go to Prc-'idence and take
offensive punch, I only hope he
on the Friars.
remembers what facet of the
As far as the BG men's squad
game got him to this level.
goes, they had a .500 season, but
With the addition of Shane
showed flashes of brilliance in
the second half of their schedule. Komives and the seasoning of
Though they lose Tom Hall and Crump, Jason Hall and Matt Otto,
the Falcons would disappoint me
Kirk Whiteman, the Falcons reif they finished any lower than
turn a strong nucleus of young
third in the MAC next year.
players that could excite the
Moving onto March Madness
sparse and apathetic crowds that
and the Final Four, I see Duke
don't come close to filling the
and Indiana playing in one semihuge confines of Anderson
final game with Duke having too
Arena.
much for the General.
With MAC Freshman of the
In the other semi-final game,
Year Shane Kline-Ruminski leadArkansas and St. John's will face
ing BG in the paint, the Falcons
off with the Redmen getting the
will possess an inside game they
best of that one.
haven't had in a couple years.
In a final that will feature the
Kline-Ruminski will only get betparticipation of Christian Laettter with sophomore seasoning
ner and Malik Scaly, Lou Carand he'll be pump-faking opponents into silly fouls and depres- nasecca and the Johnnies will
bring the coveted championship
sion.
Floyd Miller adds strength and back to Jamaica Queens, New
athleticism at the power forward York.
Erik Pupillo is a junior journalposition vacated by Tom Hall. In
ism major.
the brief moments that Miller
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Final Four: Kansas, Bama, Duke, FSU
You heard it here first: Miami will shock North Carolina in the first round
What a great time to be alive.
Baseball teams are relaxing in
the tropics with all the hopes of
spring in their steps.
The NBA playoffs are on the
way, and everyone knows that's
the only time of year that counts.
But the best part of March Is
the Madness, of course. The most
thrilling four weeks of sports.
In August, everyone asks
"How was your summer?"
In January, the catch-phrase is
"How was your holiday?"
In March, there are two more
ice-breakers to add to the alltime list. "How was your break?"
And, the most popular of all,
"What's your Final Four?"
Much like the weather, everyone claims to know who will end
up in Minneapolis on April 4. But
this year's swam is may find the
going rough, thanks to one of the
most evenly matched fields in a
long time.
Don't be suckered into thinking
Duke is in such a weak bracket
that they can play in a coma and
still get to the Final Four. There's
little doubt the Devils will include Minnesota in their travel
plans, but the road may be
bumpier than most think.
EAST: May be the only bracket
that virtually everyone agrees
on. Even the most fervent Dukehaters, and I know one of the
biggest, cannot see them getting
upset.
Their road will include (after
evoking the mercy rule on
Campbell), a tough game against
Texas. Next they will take on Anthony Peeler and Missouri. This
could be a potential stumbling
block.
And watch out for Massachusetts. This is the team with

11:30 - 2:00. . .

$3.99

4:00 - 7:00

$4.50

•
•
•
•

Pay with CASH or put it on your BURSAR!
Quick before they're all gone!
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RECYCLE!
The BG News

■

AAAAA

SNACK BAR
Lower Level Commons
Sunday - Thursday
6:00pm - Midnight
Quantum 90 and 95+
Accounts, Cash,
Faculty/Staff and
Department Charges
Accepted.
University Food Operations
372-2763

Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted 4-7 only tor on campui students
Quantum 90 card accepted all day lor oft campus students

Restaurant

OPEN

XA

4:30 - 6:30
♦

LOCATED IN
MCDONALD 4%
COMPLEX
▼

Quantum 90 and 95+
Accounts, Cash,
Faculty/Staff and
Department Charges
Accepted.
University Food Operations
372-2771

UAO

Want a special and meaningful way to wish your
friend(s) a HAPPY BIRTHDAY??????

Birthday Display Advertisements
BIRTHDAY DISPLAY AD!
BIRTHDAY DIPLAY AD!
BIRTHDAY DISPLAY AD!

•
•
•
•

/let me live

Soup 'n' Salad
Hot Entrees
Baked Potato w/ Sour Cream
Choice of Beverage

MONDAY -FRIDAY

10am - 4pm
Education
Overhang

A Florida State vs. Alabama
final game would be so much
more fun to watch. But it's also
nice to see the teams that deserve to be there get their due.
And the 1992 NCAA Champions
will be. .Kansas.
So don't forget the most important item on that Spring Break
vacation list - your copy of the
Madness pairings.
Matthew D. Schroder is sports
editor of the News.

All you Can Eat

Has a T-Shirt for
Every Occasion!

ONLY
$8.00!

It's never been my style, but
I'm picking Duke and Kansas to
meet again in the finals. Having
the same teams in there every
year is boring and conservative.

" Bowl *N' Greenery

UAO

March 16-20 <Hffi*S? Will Be
Selling Spring Break T-Shirts

least a year or two away. Arizona
will give them a great game.

Final Four rep: Florida State.
MIDWEST: Once again, KanSchroder, M.D.
sas has quietly went about its
business and claimed the number
one seed.
The Jay hawks should make it
The Sports
to Minneapolis, but like Duke,
they have a tough road to hoe.
Doctor
Cincinnati will give them a scare,
and the eventual clash with Arkansas will be one of the best
games of the tournament
Primed for upsets: Memphis
State will not escape the first
the best chance to shock the
round.
Devils. They're one of the few
Sleepers: Cincinnati, Pepperteams that press effectively.
They have five starters in double dine.
Final Four rep: Kansas.
figures and could sneak up on the
country.
Upsets In the East: Princeton
SOUTHEAST: This is the best
over Syracuse. This has become
bracket of the four. It's by far the
the vogue upset pick this season, most wide open, the toughest to
and for good reason. The Tigers
figure out, and has the most local
are due to finally win a firstties.
round game. The Richmond
Picking the champion with
Spiders crushed the Orange in
your heart is one of the basic
rights of every March Madness
the first round last year, and
have passed the torch to the Ivy
swami. But as much as I'd like to
see it happen, Ohio State will not
League champs.
Sleepers: U Mass, UNC Charlo- make the Final Four, as the
tte, Missouri.
Bucks fall to Alabama in a second
Final Four rep: Duke.
round upset.
WEST: UCLA doesnt seem to
Arizona will be the Razorback's competition in the Southimpress anybody. But no one in
their half of the bracket will beat east regional.
them. Oklahoma has the best
The upset artists: Miami will
chance, but don't count on it
beat North Carolina. A swarming
defense and ■home" court advanIndiana will not make it out of
tage in Cincinnati will be enough
the second round. Florida State
for the Redskins to edge the
will meet them in a rematch of
last year's second round game
Heels in overtime.
and get their revenge.
That's why they make them
Upset special: New Mexico
play the game.
State over DePaul in the first
Sleepers: Temple, and that's it
round. It's so fun to watch the
Miami will run into Alabama in
Blue Demons bow out of the first the second round and the MAC
round no matter what kind of
dream is over.
team they have.
Final Four rep: Alabama in a
Sleepers: Louisville, LSU.
mild surprise. Michigan is at

1x3 ad to be displayed in the classified
We offer a variety of graphics to choose from for your ad
Birttiay display ads must be placed 2 days prior to run
On and off campus students can be billed to your bursar
Your cost ONI Y $10 per ad!!
Send your friend(s) a birthday wish in style!
Mace an order NOWWIH!

Please call 2-2605 or stop by The BG News office at 219 West Hall

352-0796

"HOURS: 6:00 A.M.-12:00 MIDNIGHT
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
SERVICE AREA: BOWLING GREEN

$2.00 Fare
For Persons
4-64 Yrs. Of Age

$1.00 Fare

Children

WCCR4VU oauNOfKaouu.

For Elder* (65*)/
Handicapped Persons

Ride Free Of Charge
with adult.

TranM Manafcaaon Card Requrtd*

Chdd mutt inM «i Cr*s Rimmi

VAN WITH LIFT AVAILABLE: WnMtehair ACCMS A Group SMtlng AnlliM**"*prom,M
•Trtnsrt kJeotfflcatton Cards Avakbfct At Grants AdmWstrators Office By Appt. Only.
Call 354-6203 For rV jre Information
Tto* Mrvic. e InvcM ■
MMM pnomocft
part from an operating uPKHAHOMMM
alatanca grant from tna
Ut
Driver
Know
Onto Oaparmant of
■Ramos Taxi
How Many Persons
T'anaponation
Will Be Riding

SAVES*
NEWIPVE

"Look for our new discount ads. When
you turn in the ad and sign a lease for
that advertised address, you will
receive a discount on rent for the
whole year. (First come, first serve!)"

Rentals

352-5620
328 S. Main
Our Only
Office

Check out these apartments:
507 East Merry
309 High
801 Fifth St.
803 Fifth St.
525 East Merry
520 E. Reed

Chock wild our un-xi'iii
rcsidenU. io we •■ L

Stop by our only office at 328 S. Main and pick up
our weekly updated rental brochure and aummer brochure

•

Classified
page ten

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
• • BGSU ADVERTISING CLUB "
Taka a c hanc* al winning a
ft tool »ub from SUBWAY I!
Purchasa a Ikkat tor Just
ONE DOLLAR
In lha Union Foyar
March 17,10,19,9am - 5pm
Win oth«r print trom
Rndara Records and Campua Tanning
Drawing lo bo hold Thuraday, March 19
In lha U Ion Foyar al 5pm
*- BGSU ADVERTISING CLUB "

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRAUA
Information on semester, year, graduate,
summer and internship programs in Perth.
TownsviNe. Sydney, and Melbourne Programs
Start at $3520 Call 1 -800-878-3696

PERSONALS

Congrats to the new board
Best of luck ne*( year1
CIRCLE KINT11

Reach out meeting
Wed ,9 00pm. 10/Manna
Work on the run lor the homeless
'Therums ApnU. 1992

Time's running out to catch a
"Breath ol Spring"
Craft Show
Only today and tomorrow Irom
10am to 4pm in the Grand Ballroom
Sponsored by Circle K<
Tstudenta lor Taongaa
H you are interested in volunteering lor Senator
Paul Tsonga's Presidential Campaign, you are
invited lo attend an organizational meeting on
Thursday. March 19 at 10 pm. m 436 Darrow
Hall.
Watch Out: They're Coming ..
Lii' &bs and Kds Weekend
April 10-12. 1992

PHI SIG - PHI SIG • PHI SK3
Congratulations to Dave Ruble on being
elected Vice Presideni ol Order of Omega *
Damn Proud l
PHI SIG-PHI SIG-PHI SIG

'CHE RISE MARIE A"
Happy 20th Birthday
Reece
i more year then look out1
Have A Great Day'
Love your Ei-roomie.
Heatner
•CHERISEMARIEA*

PHI SIG-PHI SK3-PHI SIG
Congratulations to brother Matt Royka on winning first place in the reverse beauty pageant'
Damn Proud?!
PHI SIG - PHI SIG • PHI SIG

* SAILING CLUB •
meets Wed - 9:00 in 103 BA
New Members Welcome!
THIS MEETING IS MANDATORY
For mlo or questions call 372-3754

PHI SIGS CALLING KAPPA COACHES'
Matilda and Dome would just like to say thank
you lor helping us dress lor the Pi Sigma Epsilon reverse beauty pageant' We owe you'OJ.,
Tnsha, Jan won return your clothes soon
From what we hear, we had a great time'
KAPPAS - PHI SIG - KAPPAS

'ALPHA SIGMA PHI*
Athlete ol the Week: Bowling Team
Brother o! the Week: Mike Hafferkamp
Officer ol the Week: Jon Oliver
Pledge ol the Week Aaron Chapin
'ALPHA SIGMA PHI'

Rec Center Pro Shop
"March Madness Sale"
E very thing we sell is 20% off throughout the entire month. Swimsuits. tank tops, soccer shorts.
and morel

•ALPHA SIGMA PHI'
The Brothers o' Alpha Sigma Phi would like to
congratulate Wayne Splekar on his recent lavalienng to Kelly Putnam
'ALPHA SIGMA PHI*
Alpha Phi • FIJI • Alpha Phi - Fiji
Congratulations to Mindy Warnke
on your pmnmg to FUI Todd Rings.
Alpha Phi - FIJI • Alpha Phi - FIJI

ROLLE R8LADE HOCKEY
T 4 R evenings 7 00pm
Old Tennis Courts by Kohl
Questions, call Mo 353-2208
The ARK Top Ranking Reggae
Wednesday March 18
EASY STREET (Ine Music)

Omega Phi Alpha • Kerry Spiezto
We appreciate all ol your hard work
and dedication. We love you1
OPA Membership Committee

"NEVER AGAIN"

CKICKICKICKI
Another wonderful meeting tonight at
9:00pm in the Ohio Suite ol the Union

Int'l Dinner tickets available the week
before 4 the week after Spring Break at
WSA office uoaOffenhauerWest
Donations are $6
Stop m or call 372-2249

&

Wednesday. March 1 ft a! 8:00 p.m.
115 Education

BGSU's Spnng Auction
Wed , March 25 at 10 30 a m
Veniclos. lawnmowers, items from University
Police lost 4 found. assorted fewelry. electronic
A stereo equipment & office equipment. All
kinds ol furniture. Any questions, call
3722121.

ALPHA PHI' PHI TAU
Congrats to the A-Phi team lor winning 2nd
place at Knockout and to Jen Brawnier a
great 2nd place individual win Also, a special
thanks to our coaches Chris and Jason for
their enthusiasm
Alpha Xi * Tnoa Beery ' Alpha Xi
Congratulations on being selected as Captain
ol the Pommerettes' We're so proud of you.
We know you'll do a great job.
Love Your Sisters ol Alpha Xi
BGPRO
Bowling Green Public
Relations Organization
On Wed March is at 8:30pm
Amy ODonnell from Placement Services
Will speak about writing resumes.
Rm 203 West Hall
Please Dress Proles stonalfy

SPRING

BREAK PRICE-BUSTER VACATIONSt
JAMAICA. BAHAMAS INCLUDING AIRFARE.
GREAT HOTEL AND MUCH MORE FROM
ONLY $599. BUY FROM THE #1 NAME YOU
CAN TRUST FOR QUALITY VACATIONS
FOURSEASONS 1 800-331-3136.
SUE LORAH
Congratulations little sister) Way to gol
Now you're off to MCO'
In the PT program-you gota spot.
Now Mom & Dad think YOU'RE <fl • NOTl
Love. Chris
PS. Does this mean you get the good car?
Summer RA positions available for Prout and
Rodger s Pick - up applications starting March
30ffi m 425 Student Services Building.
The BGSU Bloodmobile it coming...
Apr,16- 10,1992.
Call 352 4575 lor details.

The Student Recreation Center presents the
1992 SPRING BIATHLON
The biathlon includes a 10k run on-cmapus
and 1 mile swim in Cooper Pool Awards &
prizes11 Maie/temale/co-ed/team entnes. For
more information call 372-7482 Deadline is
March 18th.

GREAT LAKES FANTASY BASEBALL
Play the most realistic challenging and lun fantasy baseball game around Leagues forming
now Call 893 '373,ask for Randy

Heading lor EUROPE this summer? Jet there
anytime for $169 from the East Coast. $229
Irom the Midwest (when available) (Reported
in Let's Gol 8 NY Times.) AIRHITCH
212 664 2000

Pregnant'
We can help FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
Info and support • BG Pregnancy Center
Call 354 HOPE

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
COED
3PITCH SOFTBALL
MARCH 91, BY 400
PM. IN 108SRC

THETACHIS:
I hope you all had an awesome
Saint Patrick's Day yesterday'
Love. Your Sweetheart. Deana'
ZBT- Larry -ZBT
TahiDwasabiast'ey?
Thani for everything.
-Til
PS There IS an open container law in
Windsor.

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

The BG News
DEADLINE:

_Two days prior to publication, 4p.m.
(The BG News is not responsible for postal service delays)

RATES;

_per ad are 75* per line $2.25 minimum
60c extra per ad for bold lace.
Approximately 35 45 spaces per tine.

PREPAYMENT;

Spring Break Speciala
Check out our film prices
and Kodak Beach Ball at
The Picture Place

The Sisters of Alpha Phi
wish everyone a safe and sunny
Spring Break I

FIJI'FIJI* FUI
Snookie and O-man
Thanks lor such an awesome evening)
It was a blast11
'Scuttle and TBA'

SERVICES OFFERED

KD'KD'KD'KD'KD
Kappa Delta VIPs are awesome" ■
Hang in theral
KD'KD'KD'KD'KD

the enure Chapter I
KDKDKDKDKDKDKD

You have seen the mock accident, now
hear what happens afterward Come to
an open discussion with a panel who
knows Irom experience'

BGSUADVCRIISING CLUB MEETING
HEAR TIM HALFMAN
Vice President
News Amanca PuWishors/Produci Movers
Speak about advertising;sales promotion
March 18.1992
7:30 pm Mclord Assembly Room
AM mayors and new members welcome

INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPLICATIONS FOR 1992-93 AVAILABLE IN 108
REC CENTER APPLY BY MARCH 19 GET
INVOLVEDI

KDKDKDKDKDKDKD
Congratulations to the Kappa Delta
asters ol the Week:
Trina Armstrong

"NEVER AGAIN"
(Responsible decisions about
dinking and driving)

'Atianbon- Sooal Chairs and Risk Managers
O.A.M.M.A. Mooing Tonight1
Room ii2BA,B30pm
'Donl lorgel your calenders and I D "s

NOTICE;

Wednesday, March 18,1992

The BG News

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" Of 2~ ads
r (8 line maximum)
$6.50 per insertion
2" (16 hne maximum) $12.95 prt Insertion

a required lor all non-university rented businesses and individuals.
_The BG News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please come to
214 West Hall immediately if there is an error m your ad. The BG News will not be responsible lor typographical errors in classified ads tor more than two consecutive insertions.
The BG News reserves me right to release the names of individuals who place advertising in The BG News
The decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News. The
purpose ol this policy is to discourage the placement ol advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily embarrassing to individuals or organizations Cases of fraud can be prosecuted

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
PHONE#.

NAME (Print).
ADDRESS
SOCIAL SECURITY # or ACCOUNT #
(For billing purposes only)

WANTED

HeipU-m an Ex-CWveland
Aikikai student (Rokyu rank)
looking lor a Sensei or Sempai
of any rank to continue study in
Ueshiba Aikido. Onegai Shimasu

FOR SALE

Contact Dale at 352-6764

IIGATOflAOE II
30 at contain** Store cost $45 00
Our price $20 Save Ml Ron 372 6749

1 or 2 roommates needed immediately tnru
August 10th lor sublease of apl near campus!
University Village
rent neg. Call Mike
3537203.
Available Now 2 bdrm
unfurnished, near campus
$445/month or one male rmmie.
$222.5<Vmonth. Call 352-1514 leave message
Female, nonsmoking roommate needed for
Summer. $i2S/mo. plus utilities. Will have
own bedroom & bath Air conditioning. Call
35? 3009
HOMELESS?
Move in Spring Break. March Iree. Looking lor
student to share 1 bdrm. apt. Cheap rent Call
Linda352'378
Housemates wanted. Male, non-smoker. Own
room Avail, now'summer/92 93
Lance.
655-3064

Need subleaser starting April or May • August
Longer lease available. 2-4 people $420Vmo. 2
bedroom, 2 bath, dishwasher S. College Si.
Call 353-9319
Non-smoking female to share 2 bedroom
house, i block from campus waher/dryer on
sight. $181.50 plus utilities Call evenings
352-1897.

1964 Cavalier Station wagon. 51.000 miles
with new engine. $700 or best otter Call Jac
quieal372 5l42.

12 month leases avail May IS, 1902
262 1/2 Troup 2 Br. 2 pers. $350 . Utl.
609 Filth St. 2 Br. 3 pers. $450 • Utl
Sieve Smilh • 352-8917

Apple lie Enhanced Computer w Dual Drives.
2 MoniBrs. 80 Cloumn Card ft 64k Eipansion.
Modem. Super Serial Card. CPM Card. Loads
ol Software. Must seiM $300 OBO Call
372-1975.

2 bdrm. & 4 bdrm. house. Located between
campus and downtown. Near courthouse.
Available this summer, fall $ spnng. Call
823 5551.

For Sale: 1962 Chrysler Leberon
$300 - Negotiable Call 372-1285

2 bdrm. air cond., ceiling fan, new appliances.
Freshly painted, new carpel & tile Heal included in rent 353 7715

FOR SALE Two U2 tickets tor Cleveland,
must sell by Friday. March 13. call 352-9236

2 bedroom furnished apartment Utilities turnsihed except electric for summer and fall.
6693036

IBM 1 meg memory $40
Diving tins and boots $65
Call floss at 352-3013

2 bedroom furnished apartment
For Fall 1992.

Protcet yoursll and teel sale'
Order Sabre Super teargas chemical
defense weapon on a key chain $10 per
2 tor $18. Money back guarantee & tree
report "How to avoid sexual assault and
rape." Inn Mk l.
Bo< 434 Depl. BG, Cuy. Fls OH 44222

9243 SUMMER ft FALL RENTALS
OVER 900 UNITS
Eftic . one bdrm., two bdrm., houses ft duplexes Slop into
319E.WOOSTER
(across from Taco Bell)
Speak with our friendaty stall or call
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

ul

* Campus/City Event Ads: $1.00/ 1st day with

Dates to appear

Total number of days to appear

J

Mail to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The BG News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

Across form Campus:
507 E. Merry ft 520 E. Reed
Private parking. Washer /dryer
Freewaier, sewer Reni $595 per month.
Newlove Rentals, 328 S Main
(our only office)

352 5620
Available now
Efficiency-146 S College

1 A 2, bedroom turn apis
9 month, summer & year leases

Call 353-0235

352-7454
1 bdrm apl. air cond. gas heal included. Full
barh. large closets, patio, private entry. Pels &
wateibedsOK 353-7715

Summer subleaser May to Mid-August
$350 'or the entire summer + utilities.
Close to campus and downtown. Own room.
Cal 372-3529 for more information.

HAVE NO FRIENDS?
LIVEALONEI
825 Third St.
313 N Main Si
315 N. Main St
RE MANAGEMENT
352-9302

HELP WANTED

Carry Rentals ■ Phone 353 0325
Apartments for 4 students al $135 each, 3 al
$165 each or 2 at $200 each 12 months and
summer leases available. Office hours 10-5 or
by appt
CARTY RENTALS" Phone 353 0325
Houses 'or 3-9 students
Single rooms
A new 6 bdrm apt - all near campus
Office 316 E MorryM

MARTEN RENTALS
We have apartments tor traditional students.
grads and couples Please call lor more information on locations and rates for Spring.
Summer and Fall.
352-3445 • Hours 9 ■ •

CATCH THAT SUMMER FEELING
Summer Apts.
at
Super rales'
RE MANAGEMENT 113 Railroad St.
382-9302

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT (isheriea.
Earn $5.000*/month. Free transportation!
Room & Board! Over 8,000openings
No experience necessary Male or Female
For employment program call
Student Employment Services
1-206 545 4l55ext 1516

NEED2BR?
Campus Manor 505 Clough Si
615 Second St
841 Eighth Si
777 Manwile
Prices Starting al $395
RE MANAGEMENT
352-9302

ATTN: TEACHERS & STUDENTS
3500 PLUS SUMMER JOBS OPEN IN THE
SANDUSKY, PORT CLINTON AREA
Representatives from Cedar Point, Radisson
Harbor Inn. TGI Fndays, Sandusky Boat Line,
Ene Islands Resort, Greenhouse Restaurant.
Days Inn. North Coast Parasail, Bass Shoes.
Van Heusen. Happy Days Boats, Comfort Inn,
Ch Chi's, Hill's. Putin-Bay Dairy Queen, Milan
Travel Park and MORE!!" Will be taking applications Ahinng from 12 noon • 4pm 3/21/92 &
3/22/92 at the Lake Ene Factory Outlet
Center JOB FAIR. For more info. Call
419-499-2528 The Outlet Center is located on
US Rt 250. 1/2 mile N of Oho Turnpike exit
7. just south,of Sandusky.

NEED A PLACE TO STAY NEXT YEAR?
Three subleasers needed lo III eight man
house on Woosler II interested call 372-1106

Efficiency A one bedroom apartments
availablt. Call Mecca Management at
3535800

Need one subleaser Irom May until August
Located on E Woosler $330 . utilities for the
summer. For more info, call 352-3875.

Furnished i or 2 bdrm. apis, avail. Fall 1 yr.
lease Free utilities. Call 353-6982 and leave a
message.

One room apt. available May - August $145
per month Free utilises. 352-4292.

GRAD HOUSING!!
t Bdrm, Unfurnished
Oulet
$360 per mo.
RE MANAGEMENT 352-9302

D and G Rentals
Duplexes / Apartments all
within 3 blocks of campus

Call 287-3233

SUMMER SUBLEASE a/c. 12 person NO
UTILITIES PRICE REDUCED Call352 4297.

Counselors Wanted. Trim down-fitness, co-ed,
NYScamp. 100 positions sports, crafts, many
others. Camp Shane. Quaker Hill Court. Croton.NY 10520(914)271-2103.
EBSCO Telephone Service
113 N Main St
Now Hiring
Learn a marketable skill and make money. Coops and internships available. Flexible parttime and full-time hours Guaranteed hourly
wage and bonus based on sales. Extensive
training program and follow through Stop in lor
applications after 4 pm. Mon-Fri.
Looking lor ambitious students to sen water
punficaDon systems Get your training and your
leet wel here m Bowling Green and then take
your business back to your home town this
summer. Write Pat. Box 101. LaGrange. OH
44050

Steph

35 word limit. Subsequent days regular rate.

354-2260

FOR RENT

Subleaser (or Summer '92 ■ May 10 to Aug. 10
a/c. you pay only electric Call tor price
352 7804. Jody.

NANNIES NEEDED
Live-in child care positions available now on
the East Coast. Earn $175 - 250n*eek plus
benefits A free room/board.
Call The Perfect Nanny
1-8O0-882 2698

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent

3522663.

Cleveland. Ohio - March 26.1992
Choice Floor/lower Level Seating
Call (419) 352-0458
Or
The Ticketperson (216) 351 7055

Roommate Wanted
To share for this summer
Two people, residential area
$177 rent plus utilities
343 Noflh Grove

250COUNSELORS and Instructors needed'
Private, cood summer camp in PoconoMtns .
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan. Box 234 BG.
Kenilworth. NJ 07033 (908) 276 0998

3522663

1989 VW JETTA GL Black, loaded, sun root.
low miles Mate oiler. 353-3905

THE LIGHT SIDE
OF WEDNESDAY NIGHT.
1Q-11
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Classification in which you wish your ad to appear:
Campus & City Events*
Lost and Found
__ Rides
Services Offered
Personals

Tired of Roommates?
LIVE ALONE
313 North Main Sir eel
$225 month
R.E. Management 3524302

1 bedroom apis, for Fall 1992
Quiet atmosphere. Close to campus.

One or two bdrm apt. needed tor Fall 19B2
only. Willing to sublease Call Anne or Trad at
352-5881.

Summer sub-leasers needed
2 bed. 1 bath, furnished house
1 -2 blocks Irom campus14 people needed1
Call lor more inlo 353-4203

Seniors and Grad Students
Jay-Mar Apartments
Spacious 2 bedroom furnished A unfurnished
Gas heal, central A/C. Quite area
On sight Mgmi. Start $42o/month
Call 354-6036 between 10-2 for showing.

1979 Mobile Horn*. 14 i 70. 2 bdrmi. 1 twin
New carpels Includes appliances, furniture,
options Gypsy Lane Estates. $920Q/Best
offer 352-4628

Immediately Ftoommate(s) to sublease. Own
room. $180 per month. Through Aug. 9. Call
Greg at 3532502

BE ON T.V. many needed for commercials
Now hiring all ages, for casting info.
Call (615)779-7111 Ext.T-883

Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish il to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

NANNY
Up to *400 per week. Live-m jobs East Coast,
Chicago Many benefits. Minimum 1 year.
NATIONAL NANNY
t-800-722-4453

Roses are red,
violets are blue.
Happy 21 st birthday
from me to you.
I Love You.
From Chris
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GOOD LOCATIONS i
CLOSE TO CAMPUS: 33
Hurry! Only o few lefr for Foil '92
or rhe following locations:
522 E. Merry - 1 left!

I
Ia
rT1

Field Manor - 2 left!
Frazee - 5 left!
Ridge Manor - GOING FAST!
Coll for more information
or 352-0717
224 E. Woosrer
Summer Rates Available!
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